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This thesis examines the roles of identity formation and self-esteem development as

interwoven determining factors

of

successful transracial adoptive placements.

Transracially adopted children have the arduous and conflicting tasks of 1) conforming to
the family culture, and 2) cleveloping identities that are racially different from those who
parent them. The goal of such a placement is for the transracially adopted child(ren) arrd
the adopting family to join together to form a new biracial and bicultural family unit.

Using

a conceptual

framework encompassing Maslow's Hierarchy

of

Needs,

Erikson's Stages of Development, the Dual Perspective, and the Ecosystem Perspective,

the author develops a training session for transracially adopting parents, and for
professionals involved with out-of-home placement. The training proviides participants

with parenting strategies and crucial information needed to address the unique
inherent challenges of transracial adoption.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

Exploring The Problem
This is a workshop which explores the roles of identity formation and self-esteem

as

influential factors in the success of transracial adoption placements. Exploration of this
topic begins with the historical introduction of children of color and specifically African
American children to this country. The ambient factors contributing to the problem area
are explored and include the politics and a review of the literature surrounding identity

development and self-esteem of the child that has been transracially adopted.

Since the early presence of Africans in the American colonies

in

161

9, the rights over

who shall raise the African child has been of paramount importance to the politics of this
society. The African American child has been one of the most important commodities in
the development and expansion of capitalism in this country (Russell, Wilson

&

Hall,

1992; Polanyi, 1944; McPherson, 1996). So much so was this, that the largest death toll

of any U.S- battle was over the right to maintain control over this resource. More soldiers
were killed and mortally wounded on one day, in the Battle of Antictan, than in all of the
other wars fought by the U.S. in the lgth Century put together. The Civil War officially
ended slavery

in 1863 (McPherson, 1996).

Today in Minnesota, foster care is an institution which houses African American
and
children of color at alarmingly disproportionate rates (52%) when compared
to their
actual percentages of the population (10%) and to their white counterparts (Hennepin
County, of

MN). Nationally, "an analysis by the American Public Welfare Association

(APWA) of foster children in l2 states during the period 1984 to 1990 indicates
that the
rate at whic'h African -American and Hispanic children leave foster care is slower
than
that of white children, and was substantially lower in 1990 than it was in 19g4. ApWA
further noted that in fiscal yea.r 1990, the number of black children in foster care
in
states exceeded the number of white foster children in the same states.
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In sum, black

children are more likely than white children to enter foster care in the first place,
and stay
in foster care longer" (APWA, l gg3).

Historically, African American children have been over-represented in the foster
care and
other systems due to a disparity between the suggested and actualized services
to this
population (Hogan & Siu l98S). Researcher McRoy adds that because
African American

children were discriminated against and excluded from the adoption system
and
institutional care systerns, "the foster care system became overburdened
with the
responsibility for black children" (1989). African American children also
historically
have been the first into foster care and the last to exit foster care, sometimes
waiting on
average two and a half times longer for a placement than their white
counterparts (Olsen,

1982a) This is firstly significant given the demonstrated fact that, despite the myth,
there
are African American families available to adopt African American
children who are

2

targeted and un-targeted for adoption. This is in direct controdiction to the age old myth

that one; African Americans do not take good care of their young and therefore are not
interested in adopting African American children,

ffid two; that if

Caucasians do not

adopt the African American children waiting in foster care, these children would grow up

in foster care, because African American families we not available to adopt African
American children. Hill's study, Informal Adoptions Among Black Families, revealed

that 90% of African American children born out of wedlock are informally adopted

(1977). Gershenson's study, Community

Response

to Children Free for Adoption,

demonstrates that with respect to formal adoptions through child caring agencies and the

courts, African American families adopt at a rate of 4.5 times greater than any other
ethnic group (1984). Also in support of dispelling this myth is Hill's Black Pulse Survey,

conducted

in

1981 and

in 1993, which showed that there were three million

American households interested

in adcption. According to the U.S.

Aftican

Departrnent of

Health and Human Services, there are approximately 69,000 children available for
adoption nationwide and 43% of these children are African American (1990).

The North American Council on Adoptable Children's "Barriers

to

Same Race

Placement" revealed a placement rate of 94o/o of Black children with African American

families by African American-run agencies (1991). Also, agencies which struggle to
place African American children and other children of color would do well to consult

with successful African American agencies. Such agencies as the Association of Black
Social Workers' Child Adoption, Counseling and Referral Service (New York Chapter),

1

Homes for Black Children (Detroit), the Institute for Black Parents (Los Angeles),
Roots,

Inc. (Georgia), and the One Church One Child Program (nationwide) serve to idispel
this

myth- Secondly, this

is

significant given the documented historical and

present

devaluation of African American families as resources for African American children
by

public and private agencies (McRoy, 1989). This is so even though according
to the law

as established by Congress' Title IV-B of the Social Security Act, states and their
subordinates must diligently recruit ethnically and racially diverse foster and
adoptive

families. If states and their agencies followed this law, this could result in more
faster adoptions for minority children (Library of Congress,

l996).

and

Leora Neal M.S.W.

C.S.W., the Executive Director of the New York Chapter, Association of Black
Social
Workers Child Adoption, Counseling and Referral Services, indicates that this
does not
happen because there is a $15,000

Iarge numbers

- $100,000 a year per child disincentive to releasing

of children (1996).

She further argues that public and some private

agencies would have

to downsize or literally fold if large

accompanying dollars

left an agency and were not replaced with equal numbers of

numbers

of children

and

children and the dollars that follow them.

When African American children enter foster care, and when they exit, they
may be
placed into culturally incongruent homes. The African American
Adoption project

(AAAP) in Minnesota was created to recruit African American families for
the African
American children in foster care. For the most pffi, these children were not
even targeted

for adoption, rnuch less targeted for congruent placements prior to the African
American

4

Adoption Project's inception. "'We found that African American couples were available

for these children..." (Tredwell, 1996). The National Association of Black Social
Workers (NABSW) and the North American Council on Adoptable Children both have

indicated that "many black families are interested

in adopting children, but are

disqualified because of the criteria established by white adoption agencies" OtrABSW,
1972;

& NACAC,

I 991

; Lee, 1981; McRoy, I 989).

The North American Council on Adoptable Children (NACAC) found that "heavy
dependence upon fee income, coupled

with the fact that supplies of healthy white infants

are decreasing drastically, force many agencies to place transracially to ensure survival"

(NACAC, 1991). Based upon this and the newly enacted Multiethnic Placement Act
(MEPA), signed into law by President Clinton in October, I 994, it is likely that transracial
adoption (TRA)

will not only continue, but is likely to increase in occurrence. This type

of placement may result in a dramatic increased trauma to the adoptee and to the newly
adoptive family unit (Simon
1977; Silverman

& Alstein, 1987; Grow & Shapiro, 1974; Ladner, 1977;Katz,

& Feigelman, l98l).

Support services suggested by research need to be

made available to reduce the aforementioned trauma to the adoptee and to the new family

unit INACAC,

l99l;

Jones, 1979; McRoy, Zurcher, Lauderdale, Anderson, 1984; Zuniga,

leel).

Historically, adoption developed in the 1920s as a sen/ice to childless white couples who
were seeking to adopt healthy white infants born to unmarried mothers unable to provide

5

for them. Private agencies derived their funding from such placements and sought to
place as many infants as possible with these white couples.

In addition to the white

clientele, these agencies were usually staffed by white social workers and lead by all-

white policy making boards (McRoy, 1989). This was a very good business, given that
r,vhite infants were in healthy supply and demand. However, the supply of white infants
decreased sharply between 1969 and 1971

by almost

50o/o,

most likely as a result of the

generalized use of contraceptives and introduction of less restrictive abortion legislation,
coupled with an increase in the tolerance of unwed parenthood during the 1960s (Child

Welfare League of America, 1972).

Concurently, the nurnber of white homes approved versus black homes approved for
adoptable children saw' black homes approved at half the rate

of that of their white

counterparts. Black birth mothers who were previously denied relinquishment by private
agencies now were encouraged

to relinquish. In all, the total available white infant

population declined, while the white adoptive parent pool continued to become more

competitive. Agencies began to change the perception of would-be adoptive white
parents towards black babies in attempts to cast them in a more favorable

light.

Terms

which emphasized the half-white heritage of "black-white child[ren]," "child of mixed
marriage," or "interracial child" became the norn replacing the prevailing trend of that
time to identiff anyone with a drop of black blood as "black" or'Negro" (McRoy, Ig89),

6

Politics of Transracial Adoption (TRA)
In the United States, in the "melting pot," "tossed salad" or "stew" of racial and cultural
existence, the status of race relations can be viewed through the lenses focused on the

judicial system and on the educational system, but neither invokes the truest core of
prevailing sensitivities like the debate and politics surrounding transracial adoption. In

the forefront of the issue is the age-old dynamic between the African American
corrmunity and the Caucasian commu4ity. Both are standing on their respective

and

traditional foundations of entitlement.

Some political proponents of transracial adoption suggest that opponents of this practice

are race radicals and separatists. Further, some proponents believe that, "...minority
children placed for adoption have neither the right nor the need to develop a distinct
ethnic identity or awareness of cultural heritsge," insisting that there is more than one
way of successfully raising minority children in non-minority homes (Hayes, 1993). This

type of thinking is however not supported

lhg-majodty-

o-f,

research on the topic

of

tran$acial.adoption. Even those researchers who purport that there is no difference in
self-esteem development tend to support the notion that it is a child's right to develop an

identity that is consistent with the child's race (Chestang, 1972),

Political proponents of TRA may also believe that "love is enough" and cltoose not to be
swayed by concerns

of identity formation (Ladner, 1977). These families often take

a

"color blind" approach to dealing with the racial identity of their transracially adopted
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children. Also, an overwhelming majority of these families tend to live in predominately

white neighborhoods and send their black children to predominately white
opposed

to

schools

integrated neighborhoods and integrated schools. These children may

generally be viewed as culturally different and better than other blacks (McRoy, Zurcher,
Lauderdale & Anderson, 1984).

Proponents

of TRA also may believe that policies that support same-race

placement

practices are "absurd anti-racist policy, which assumes that keeping black children
separated from white families

will

somehow serve their interests, or protect them from

racism." These proponents may also place a greater belief in policies which reflect "an
ideal society, not divided on grounds of race or skin color," and believe that "physical
features should be no more relevant in adoption placernent than, say hair or eye color"

(Bagley, 1993). One of the most conunon arguments on behalf of TRA practices is that
which suggests that if an African American child is not allowed to be adopted by a white
person, then the child

will indefinitely be condemned to the foster care system

or

institutional living (Chimezie, 1975). When presented with solely these two options,
even the African American coilrmunity has given support to

study done among 150 African Americans households
options (Howard

& Skerl,

TRA; such was the case in

a

in 1977 when given these two

1977).

Political opponents of TRA suggest that such a practice represents unequal resource
allocation due to the historical implications of racism in the public sector. "Historically,

I

the treatment of African American children in the U.S. welfare system has been marked

by racism manifested in inequitable policies and insufficient and inadequate services"
(Billingsly & Giovannoni, 1912). Some studies indicate widespread maldistribution of
services which result

in minority children waiting on average two and one half tirnes

longer for placement (Olsen, 1982). Such a misdistribution of resources would presently

be against the law, according to the new MEPA legislation. An amendment to the
original legislation now indicates that equal resources in the form of recruitment of foster
and adoptive families for all races must take place (MEPA, 1994).

Some political opponents of TRA suggest that the private sector is economically driven

in support of TRA practices. "The original purpose was to assist white couples seeking
healthy white infants...private agencies derived most of their funding from the fees paid

by adopting parents. Their goal was to place as meny infants as possible with white
couples" (McRoy,

1989). The North American Council on Adoptable

Children

(NACAC) found that "heavy dependence upon fee income, coupled with the fact that
supplies of healthy white infants are decreasing drastically, force many agencies to place

transracially

to

ensure survival" (NACAC,

1991). African American families

were

excluded from relinquishing children and formally adopting prior to a shortage of white
infants and a surplus of white couples wanting to adopt (Morgenstern, 1971; McRoy &
Zurcher, 1983; Hasenfeld, 1983; Day, 1979). Persons of color are some times upset when

pricing lists for babies of color are faxed or appear over the internet and read like grocery

lists.

These lists give the cost per baby depending on the baby's racial composition. The

I

cheapest babies on the list are African American babies. Economists may refer to this as

a simple equation of supply and demand. For African Americans and other ethnic
groups, this practice may be viewed as akin to slavery.

Some political opponents of TRA suggest that TRA is a form of cultural genocide and

that homes for children of color are available, should the focus of placing agencies shift
towards congruent placement practices (McRoy, 1989; Chimezie, 1975; NABSW, 1973;

Hill, 1977; Tredwell, g6; Jones,

1975; Scott, 1976). Other scholarly work has resulted in

opinions that, "...in this society only black families can assure an environment in which

there is optimal opportunity for growth, development, and identification" (Chestang,
te72).

It is suggested

that agencies acknowledge that fees serve as a barrier to same

race

adoptions in the corlmunities of color and that this acknowledgment include solutions to

this barrier; there is a lack of u'orkers of color represented in adoption agencies and that

this results in prejudice against would be adopters of color seeking an inracial adoption
placement INACAC,

I99l; Tredwell,

1996; Scott, 1976). Leora Neal, M.S.W. C.S.W.,

the Executive Director of the New York Chapter, Association of Black Social Workers

Child Adoption, Counseling and Referral Services points out that 44Vo of the children
available for adoption nationwide are white
needs). "However, there is

( mostly school-age and/or have special

little discussion concerning

these children zurd their right to a

perrnanent home. There is no suggestion from proponents of transracial adoptions that

t0

white children who are'languishing in the system'be adopted by African-Americans or
other people of color. African-American families who have tried to adopt white children
have been blocked by child caring agencies and the court most of the time. Accordingly,

in practice, transracial adoptions are a 'one-way street.' The question arises whether the
thrust for increasing transracial adoptions is truly concerned u,ith the 'best interest of
Black children' or 'the right of [W]hite people to parent u,hichever chi]d they choose?"'
(

l ee6).

Stigufratrg

{,lirf

i*+s
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Personal Interest
Based upon group experience

with transracially adopted adults, and the

personal

experience of being transracially adopted, this author saw a critical need to develop a

formalized response to the inherent needs of those involved with the transracial adoption
process.

This author believed it to be of paramou4t importance that persons who were transracially
adopted have their perspectives represented through a formal structure. Many may
have a

theoretical understanding

of the impacts of transracial adoption but may not have a

practical and qualitative understanding

of its impact. Therefore,

research and the

resulting information has produced the following workshop.

Importance To Social l4torkers And'Adoptive parents
Given recent legislative activity, such as the passing and implementation

of

the

Multiethnic Placement Act of 1994, signed by President Clinton and authored by Senator
Metsenbaum,

it is important to be prepared for the growing needs of children in out-of-

home placement. Specifically of increasing concern is the number of children
of color

who will need homes while in the foster care system and when these children
are ready
for permanent adoptive placements. "At the end of fiscal year 1990, the most recent year
for which detailed data are available, adoption had been established as the goal for
69,000
foster children;" 43Yo of which were African American (U.S, Department of Health
and
Human Services). Historically, these children have not been targeted to receive quality

t2

services which are in their best interests. But instead, these children have received what
was convenient and traditionally accessible to them. For this reason,

it is important that

social workers:

1)

have a working understanding of the Multiethnic Placement Act and the newest

legislation and how to best implement these laws in the best interest of the
child(ren) in their care;

2)

have a working knowledge of the resources necessary to support a successful
transracial placement;

3)

know how to teach potential parents how to access these resources on behalf of
their children;

4)

have a working understanding

of how their

personal values

of race, class,

religion, and culture affect how they intercede on behalf of their clients

5)

see the child(ren) whom they are placing as the clients rather than the would-be

parent(s); and

6) be capable of assessing accurately

the strengths and limitations of the families

that they are working with through the use of a bicultr-ral continuum assessment

t3

mechanism, a psychiatric assessment and other instruments capable of assessing

cultural competency and readiness to parent.

The Multiethnic Placement Act (MEPA P.L. 103-382 of the l03rd Congress) has made it

illegal to recruit families for children and to place children using race as a vital criterion.
This was signed into law by President Clinton on October 20, 1gg4. On January I
,lggJ,
the Interethnic Placement legislation

(P.l

104-188 of the 104 Congress) removed the use

of race as a part of any criteria in the placement process. Research studies,

h-ovr,ever,

show that recognizing a child's racial identity and culture is paramount to a healthy
development and
Therefore,

is in the child's

it is incumbent

best interest (Morin, 1977; Robertson, 1 975).

upon adoption agencies and all communities to ensure that

u'ould-be adoptive parcnts are professionally prepared to parent children across racial and

cultural lines. Additionally, and of the utmost importance is e{rsuring-adequate support
for the whole development of the adopted child. This becomes increasingly important for
transracially adopted children who suffer a double loss hecause they have lost both their
cultural and racial connections as well as family (verrier, lgg3).

t4

Research Questions
This workshop derived its premises based upon the search for the answers to

the

following questions:
I

)

What is the ideology behind culturally incongruent placement practices in the

public and private sectors?

2) Why do the majority of
practices

lesearch findings support transracial placement

(all things being considered equal), despite social workers'

and

practitioners' assertion that such practices result in an increased trauma to the
adoptee?

3)

Given the likelihood of continued transracial adoption placement practices in

both the private and public sectors, what are areas to target to increase the
likelihood

of

successful transracial adoption placement outcomes?

l5

Definition of Key Terms
The following are terms frequently used within the field of out-of-home placement and

specifically within adoption. Transracial adoption is also referred to as "interracial,"
"cross-cultural," and "transcultural" or "biracial" adoption.

Adoptee is the person who is adopted into a family unit

Adoption is the taking on of

a

child to parent that a person or persons did not previously

have responsibility for and is of an implied long duration. More specifically, adoption is

the legal permanent transference of guardianship of a child from one party to a single
parent or couple for the purpose of creating a stable new family unit as defined by state
Iaw.

Adoptive family is the parent or parents and accompanying family svstem that receives
the adoptee.

Assimilation is the learning of language, values, expectations and roles of the dominant
group while abdicating the development or recognition of those eonsistent with one's
own race or culture.

Transracial Adoption (TRA) is the adoption of a child from one racial background into
an adoptive family of a differing racial background. In the U.S., this usually refers to
caucasian parents adopting African American children.

Inracial Adoption is the adoption of

a

child from one racial background into an adoptive

family of the same racial background.

l6

Triad refers to the triangular relationship

between the birth parents (usually birth

mother), adoptive parent(s), and the adoptee.

Bio-family refers to the adoptee's birth parents and their family system.
Biculturalism is the capacity to function effectively and comfortably within two distinct
sultural contexts (Velasquez &. Velasquez, 1980).

Culture consists of the behavioral patterns, symbols, institutions, values, and other
human-made components
I

of society and is the unique achievement of a human group

which distinguishes it from other groups (Foreman, Gayle, Y.)

Extended or Honorary family refers to those persons who may be, but are often not
I

biologically or formally related to the adoptee. These family members are usually chosen

by the adoptee and assume traditional familial roles such as cousin, sister, brother and
grandparents solely based upon affinity.

Successful transracial adoptive placement is subjectively defined by members of the
adoptive triad but may include the following: the adoptee being able to identifu

*d claim

a racial identity consistent with the racial norm of the child; having an intact ability to

participate in the mores and culture and to develop coping and defense mechanisms
I

consistent with the child's race; having an ability to maintain a normatively healthy
relationship with adoptive family members; and having an ability to pass on to offspring
an intact sense of the aforementioned.

l1

CHAPTER II.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Within the literature which was reviewed to explore identity development, adjustment,
and suggestions to increase the success of the transracial adoptive placements, many
sources were discovered. Almost

all of the literature was dated after the landmark

position statement made by the Black Social Workers Association

in lg72 raising

concerns about the notion that transracial adoption practices leads to "genocide." The

overall focus on transracial adoption appeared to be heightened from the mid 1970s to the

late 1980s with some of the most comprehensive articles being written by Ruth McRoy
(1982, 1983, 1984, 1988, 1989). Also, P.. Simon is credited with contributing much to

the debate over transracial adoption (1981, 1984, 1987). The majority of literature,
quantitatively, appears to support the placement practice of transracial adoption as being
harmless; however when critically reading, the research appears to qualitatively balance
the argument.

Adiustment, Self-esteem and Racial ldentity in Transracial Adoptees
Adjustment and raciai identity development have been and are two of the very corner-

stones

of the debate over transracial versus

inracial adoption preferences

and

accompanying legislation. The most resounding opposition to TRA came in the form of a

l8

position statement from the National Association of Black Social Workers (lrlABSW) in
1972 in which they referred to "fears of cultural genocide on the one hand, and a concern

for the child's identity on the other." Additional

concerns, also shared

by

other

opponents of transracial adoption, included the feeling that white homes would not teach

African American children to " 1) develop positive identities; 2) learn the survival skills
necessary in a racist society; and 3) develop the cultural and linguistic attributes crucial to

functioning effectively in the black community" (Jones & Else, 1979). Since that time
I

I

much of the research has focused on this issue with varying results.

Studies done

in

1982 and 1984 highlighted the adjustment and self-perception of

transracially adopted children in what appeai's to give credence to the concents raised by

the Black Social Work,;i''s Association. These studies included thirty white families
residing in three geographical areas of the United States: the Midwest, Upper-midwest,

and Southeast. The families all had adopted children under the age

of ten, and

all

adoptions had been finalized. The children ranged in age from ten years to seventeen.

The mean age was thirteen and the mean grade was

8.1. The majority of the black

children were under three years of age at the time of placement.

Adoptive parents filled out two questionnaires of ninety-one items. Their children filled
out a ninety-five-item inventory. This inventory was designed to elicit open discussion

of

the child's experiences and feelings in the adoptive family and community, the child's
feelings about his or her racial identify, ffid the child's attitude toward being transracially
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adopted. Teams of black and white interviewers interviewed the families separately.
These questions assessed the characteristics of the adoptive family and of the adopted

child; preplacement history; racial composition of the neighborhood; the adoptive
family's social interaction with blacks; and parents'attitudes toward the child's racial
attitudes

Results of the study yielded the following information: twenty-six or 87% of the thirty
black adoptees were living in neighborhoods whose black residents ranged from 0 to l0%

of the population; the majority (73%) of the transracial adoptive children were atteniding
predominately white schools; 80% of the children had never had any black teachers; 83%

of the black adopted children had at least one black friend; 75% indicated that most of
their friends were white. When adoptees were asked

if they would like more personal

contact with blacks, thirteen ar 43Yo replied in the affirrnative. The remaining s7%either
said

"no" or that they "didn't care one way or another." Sixty-two percent of the children

who desired no greater contact with blacks indicated that they "liked whites better" or
"really had nothing in cortmon with blacks." Each of these respondents was living in
predominately white neighborhood. Results also suggest that their was

a

a strong

correlation between how the adopted parents viewed the race of the child and the child's

willingness to identiff and claim their own race as differing from their parents. As

a

result of this correlation, researchers indicated that parents should view their children as

racially different than themselves and nurture

a

sense

of racial pride (Anderson,

Lauderdale, McRoy, & Zurcher 1982, 1984).
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Another study, done by Allen, investigated the formation

of racial identity in

black

children adopted by white parents. The families that he studied lived in predominately

white sommunities. The parents themselves were reared in white communities and had

no contact with persons of color. He described the children's burden of exerting
unnecessary energy warding

off and dealing with the white cofilmunities

color. He found that in terms of racial identity,

the

in one of three directions: (1) true self-hate or an acceptance of

the

perceptions of them as people of
adoptees moved

values

skewed

of the dominant group and a resulting belief in white superiority, and black

inferiority; (2) acceptance of one's blackness

as a positive virtue,

without any element of

self-hate; and (3) a mixture of self-hate and self-acceptance and an ambivalent feeling

about one's racial identity, (with positive feelings about some aspects and negative
feelings about other aspects). Three of the adoptees fell into the third category, and one

fell into the first (1976).

Other studies have identified tendencies towards white parents advocating the primacy

of

a "human identity" and denying the importance of racial identity and minimizing its
importance. Instead, supporting a belief that raising a child of a different race is not
dissimilar to parenting a child of the white race and that the child is prepared for
adulthood

if given love and security. This was a study of transracially

children (Chartran d,

adopted Korean

197 9).

2t

Some parents who have adopted transracially have aided their child's identity
development by deliberately teaching their child to see themselves as members of their

racial group; providing playmates of similar racial background; socializing with adults
from their child's culture; living in integrated neighborhoods; emphasizing black history
and culture to the child; perceiving the child as racially different; willing to confront
existing racial norns; promoting black heroes; and observing the importance that skin
color and social classification may play forthe child (Morin, 1977; Robertson, 1975).

Throughout the different studies, the hypotheses were that there would be no difference in
the reported levels of self-esteem betr+,een children inracially and transracially adopted

(McRoy

&

Zurcher, 1982, 1983, 1984; Watson, Johnson & Shireman, 7987; Bagley,

1993). The findings were equally uniform indicating "no significant difference was
found in the self-esteem scores of the two respondent groups" (McRoy ET AL., 1984).

The relationship between self-esteem and racial identity appears to be consistently
believed and portrayed, quantitatively, as disassociated. Qualitatively, there appears to be
grounds for fuither investigation.

Uniform within each of the studies was the tendency to dismiss maladjustment of the
adoptee as having any relationship to the transracial adoption

emerge,

itself. "When problems did

in the adolescent years, no apparent cause for this appeared in the previously

collected data on the adoptive family" (Bagley, 1993). "While Feigelman and Silverman

did find that a larger proportion (31%) of black children adopted by white families had
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higher maladjustment scores than white children adopted by white parents (2%), their
analysis indicated that the age at placement may have been the crucial determinant of the
adjustment score, rather than the type of adoptive placement," "But in none of these cases

could we adduce factors in the adoption or in the fact of being a black child in
Caucasian family as having any casual significance

a

in this maladjustment" (Johnson,

Shireman & Watson, 1987).

Mikawa and Boston found that in evaluating the psychological characteristics of adopted
children and their adjustment that emotional difficulties and maladjustment came from
the difficulties in the parent-child relationship and not the adoption in and of itself (1968).

This would suggest that differing racial and or cultural configurations between the parent
and the adoptee could be one of the difficulties in the parent-child relationship that needs

to be worked through particularly as the child seeks biculturalism. This is further
demonstrated through the 1979 study results found by Chartrand. This study of white

parents' adjustment to parenting their newly adopted Korean children found that race
indeed was something that they were not adequately prepared

for. This was found to be a

major concern likely to impact the adjustment of the child and the new family unit.

According to theorists Erik Erikson the concept of self-esteem and mastery during the
school-age years is largely a product of "industry" and

"inferiority." For children

to

develop a sense of mastery or self-esteem, they need to feel good about themselves and

their ability to positively effect their surroundings. As children struggle with finding

?3

ways

to saY, "I call" versus "I can't" or "l

understand"

in

approaching tasks and

developing relationships with peers, they incorporate their successes and failures into a
self-concept and then place a value on themselves based upon this calculation. These
same school-aged children attempt to incorporate into their equations

understanding

of self-worth their

of their adoption and all of its intricacies. With the addition of this

element into the equation, children in this stage corrmonly show significant changes in
adjustment to adoption; and a ceding of positive feelings towards adoption often gives

way to ambivalence (Brodzinsky, Schechter &. Henig, 1992). For the transracially
adopted child in this stage, the tasks, stresses, and challenges compound this equation and

may make it a more difficult period (Helwig & Rurhven, 1990).

The importance of self-esteem in psychological development and adjustment has been

given considerable attention in research. Psychologist Stanley Coopersmith studied
school-aged boys with high self-esteem. He found that boys with high self-esteem were

more independent, creative, assertive, socially outgoing, popular, confident

and

nonconforming than boys with low self-esteem. He was also able to develop a list of
maternal factors that appeared to foster the positive self-esteem of the boys in his study.
According to Coopersmith, boys with high self-esteem had mothers who

.

are more accepting and affectionate toward their children;

.

take an interest in their children's activities and friends;

r

are generally more attentive to their children;

I

set clear

limits on behavior, enforcing ruIes in a firm and decisive manner;
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punish their children by denying privileges rather than by using physical punishment
or withdrawal of affection and;

a

allow their children greater individual expression, including a say in making family
plans and setting their own bedtimes (1967).

These suggestions become increasingly important for the parents
adopted child who

of the transracially

will likely be challenged more by the biracial and potentially

bicultural differences in the home. The parents will need to allow their child to express
him/her self within the cultural context of their particular race. Parents will do best when

they are accepting and unconditionally affectionate towards their children and promote
biculturalism through leadership and participation. In the transracial family, the extent to

which family members function in the "two worlds" of the different cultures in the home
can determine the amount and areas

of potential conflict between individual family

members (Velasquaz, McClure, & Beneavides, 1979).

Erik Erickson's major focus on the adjustment of and formation of identiry is during his
"identity" versus "role confusion" stage, ages 13 to 19. Here the ability to say
versus

"f

"I

can"

can't" as components of mastery and self-esteem manifests itself in

adolescents' ability to

fit in and to make

sense of who they are or what their role is

the

in the

order of things. An excerpt from the book, "Being Adopted: The Life Long Search For

Self," highlights the following example of the transracial adolescent struggling in this
stage

of development:

"'I

look black, but I can't even dance,' complains Daniel, who is
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now eighteen.

'I'm not interested in rap music; I don't like to hang out.' Daniel has

accepted his parents' mainstream, middle-class values, and he says the blacks

consider him 'an Oreo--black on the outside, white on the inside"'

in school

(l gg2). This section

continues on to outline how Daniel had taken on values which were "more white than

black" and highlighted the difficulty of not being accepted by either the white or black
community of students. The potential ensuing "identity crisis" as coined by Erikson,
leaves persons seriously confused whel attempting to decern the answers to, "Who am

I?" or "Who will I become?" and the like.

As noted throughout this chapter, all white neighborhoods and schools, with little contact

with same-race institutions tended not to provide environments conducive to answering
questions or providing clarity for the transracially adopted child around issues of identity

formation. The literature reviewed in this section tended to have results which presented
self-esteem in transracial and inracial placements as producing equally positive results.

Qualitatively, the identity developmental experiences of transracial adoptees tended to
lean towards greater challenges for the transracial adoptee versus the inracial adoptee.

Suggestions tu fncreilse Likelihood of Successful Adoption Experience
"White adoptive parents should be capable of realistically perceiving the child's racial
heritage as different from their own, and they should be willing

to make changes

conducive to the child's development of a positive racial identity. These changes might

include moving to an integrated neighborhood and enrolling the child in an integrated
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school, thus providing the child with opportunities to interact with black role models and

to have relationships with black peers. Moreover, the child's racial identity could

be

served by the parents' establishing sustained social relationships with black families"
(Anderson, Lauderdale, McRoy &. Zwcher, 1982).

One key suggestion to increase the likelihood of a successful adoption experience is to

utilize support group services for both parents and the adoptee. A number of different
types of support groups have been successful in reducing the adjustment tension caused

by the addition of a new family member to the home. Pannor and Nerlove used short-

term educative therapy groups successfully to explore identity formation, and other

"topics that were frequently avoided...children sensed that raising certain questions
threatened or embarrassed the parents because they aroused feelings that the parents were

unable to handle or because the parents simply were not prepared

to deal with

the
I

questions" (1977)"

Rathbun and Kolodny used group work with white parents who adopted Chinese girls

from Hong Kong. The stated concern of the parents was how to parent the girls in a way
that would adequately prepare them for their social reality as "a member of a minority
group while simultaneously atternpting to help...[her] become emotionally a part of a

family that is part of the dominant majority." Additionally, the parents were concerned
about the "children's dual culture and racial background." Because of the parent's ability
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to speak collectively about the common concerns, they were better prepared to cope with
them (1967).

Another suggestion found throughout the literature

to support the likelihood of

a

successful adoption experience was to assess the would-be adopter(s) through the use of a

psychiatric evaluation to determine motives and suitability of the adopter(s). One author,
Inker, advocating for the use of a psychiatric assessment indicated that a child's interests

in an adoption proceeding cannot properly be ascertained without social and medical
information gleaned through this process (1971). Bieder proposes that a psychiatric
evaluation, although often resisted by prospective adoptive candidates and social service
organizations, is "clearly in the best intere-qts of the children to be adopted" (1971).

As children develop and grow older, the concept of race becomes cognitively less abstract
and race in interpersonal relationships becomes more of a salient factor (Katz, 1982). For

this reason, older children

a.re

more likely to have more intact senses of identity which

may include a sense of cultural enrootedness. It may, therefore, be more difficult for an

older child of color to be incorporated into a family which is not of the same race or

culture (Offord, Aponte

& Cross, lg69; Johnson,

Shireman

e, Watson, l9S7).

As

indicated earlier, maladjustment has less to do with adoption itself and more to do with
the interpersonal relationships between the adoptee and the adopting parent(s) (Mikawa

& Boston, 1968). Part of what may be this interpersonal relationship conflict may be
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conflicting cultural view points or weltanschauung based upon the differing social
realities aided bv racism.

Transracial adoptees often report that once leaving home, they feel that they do not fit or

belong in either the African American community or the majority white community.

Even though possibly feeling more accepted by the African American community,
African American transracially adoptees sometimes do not know the cultural subtleties
that allow them to feel and operate comfortably as other members of the same community

does. This is one reason why race and culture cannot be ignored (Irleal, 1996). Howe
reports that "the key

to

successful living as

a minority person in a discriminating,

denigrating society is to have positive affirmation with others like oneself, from whom
one can gain support and aftirmation and learn coping

skills" (1994).
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Transracial Adoption Post Placement Services

This area of research is currently being investigated by a graduate student of
Augsburg University's Masters

the

of Social Work Program for a thesis. The graduate

student and principle investigator is researching families who have adopted children of a

different race than their own and their experiences with post-placement services.
Perceptions

of

post-placement services,

the availability or lack of

post-placement

services, and finding out what has been helpful to participants are the intended areas

of

investigation.

Transracially adopted children have the arduous and conflicting tasks of one, conforming
to the family culture, and two, developing.identities that are racially different from those
who parent them (Rathbun & Kolodny, 1967). One researcher, Joan Shireman, indicated

that "the development of a sense of pride in being black, and an identity as a black
person, is without question the most difficult task these children face (Johnson, Shireman,

& Watson, 1987).

She made this statement in regard to the transracially adopted African

American children in her study. The goal of such a placement is for the transracially
adopted child(ren) und the adopting family to join together to form a healthy new biracial
and bicultural family

unit. Research

does consistently underscore the fact that families

who receive ongoing support and services are much

*or*

stable than those who do not

(I{ACAC, 1993).
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CHAPTER TII.

METHODOLOGY

Conceptual Framework
The conceptual theoretical framework which undergirds the workshop design is based
upon the following:

Erik Erikson's

Stage Development

Theory: Erikson identifies eight stages of

psychosocial development and conflict that one must sequentially master, each of which

affects a child's ability

to

successfully navigate through adulthood. Each

of these

conflicts or crises are social in nature and have future implications. An individual who
does not successfully resolve a stage is

likely to continue to struggle with the burden of

the unresolved stage until otherwise satisfied. As an example, a child who experiences

multiple losses and breaches of trust may find

it difficult to trust others in adulthood

should this previous trust issue not be resolved. Further, an adolescent who fails to
develop a strong personal identity may be reluctant to share hislher fragile sense of self

through a committed relationship and marriage. The crises of industry versus inferiority.
identity versus role confusion, and intimacy versus isolation are the crises of paramount
importance to those who are transracially adopted.

Within all of adoption, the initial trauma and resulting breach of trust caused by a child
being given up

for

adoption produces an additional contention,

for the

successful
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resolution of the first majorcrisis, Basic Trust versus Mistrust. The other stages are also
impacted by adoption in and of themselves; however, the impact of transracial adoption

on a child and the resulting additional issues of trust with which to contend makes this
theory particularly relevant to transracial adoption.

The crises of industry versus inferiority, identity versus role confusion, and intimacy
versus isolation are of primary importance here because these are the most social of crises

that the adoptee

will

have to contend

with. In each of these stages, the importance and

role of peers in the socialization and development of the person is stressed. Here, the
adoptee uses the peer group as major sources

of

references

for socialization

and

acculturation. When the transracially adopted child's major reference group is not of the
same race

or culture as the adoptee, the adoptee does not have access to culturally

congruent corrective feedback mechanisms with which to shape hislher sense of culture
and

identity. This may result in what Erikson refers to

as

"role confusion."

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs Theory: This theory suggests that individuals

are

sequentially motivated by need attainment. These basic needs are arranged in a hierarchy

starting with physiological needs, safety needs, needs of belonging , intimacy needs, and
ending with esteem needs. Within transracial adoption, the physiological needs may
include basic needs that may not have been met in many placements originating from
orphanages or other environments where a lack of these basic needs may have contributed

to the decision to relinquish. This may also apply to intercountry transracial adoptions
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where parents of color are at a greater disadvantage and more likely to be poor than their

white counterparts (Mclanahan & Sandefur, 1994).

Adolescence

is a challenging time for all. This challenge,

however,

is

additionally

compounded for those who are adopted, and still further compounded for those who are

transracially adopted. Feeling comfortable with one's surroundings, fitting in and feeling
good about oneself are primary concerns of adolescense. Some parents of transracially
adopted children satisfu only the basic needs of hunger, shelter, stability and do not pay

attention to the issues of belonging, intimacy and esteem. This is done when parents
advocate a "human race" identity or profess a belief in "love is enough" and live in non-

integrated neighborhoods and send

their children to

non-integrated schools,

Unfortunately, this severely undermines the development of the adoptee's sense of self,
because a primary tenet

of this theory is that one must satisfii the previous level of the

hierarchy prior to moving to the next

level. Therefore, if the adoptive

address the adoptee's need to belong, the adoptee

parents do not

will not be able to adequately

address

intimacy needs and, then, will be unable to meet self-esteem needs.

Ecosystems Perspective: The Ecosystems perspective draws both from biology and
systems theory in that

it

speaks to the interrelatedness between the individual and his/her

environment. This perspective allows for a focus on the client's systems and how the
client uses these systems to understand, adapt, compete, and survive in hisftrer changing
environment. Morales and Sheafor indicate that this perspective is most useful during an
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assessment and

for planning because

it

places particular emphasis on the systemic

interaction of five elements in a practice situation: (1) characteristics of the individual(s);

(2) family life-style and dynamics; (3) cultural values and beliefs; (4) environmenralstructural factors such as racism, sexism, or ageism; and (5) the historical experiences
that have contributed to a client's situation ( lgg}).

Utilizing the aforementioned five elements in intervening or viewing a transracial
adoptee and hisftrer new family unit allows for a comprehensive overview of the issues

inherent to such a placement. Recognition of racial and cultural issues, the physical

environment and location

of the family and availability of cultural

translators and

resources can be assessed through using this perspective. These are essential elements

which must be evaluated through any modei or perspective seeking to assess a transracial
adoption situation.

Dual Perspective: "The dual perspective is the conscious and systematic process of
perceiving, understanding, and comparing simultaneously the values, attitudes, and
behavior of the larger societal system with those of the client's immediate family and

community system...the intent is to broaden the social worker's understanding and
sensitivity to the totality of the life situation of the client group and to build services on

the needs of the particular situation" (Norton, 1978). Given a goal of transracial
adoption, to form a new bicultural family unit that stresses biculturalism instead of
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assimilation, this perspective provides

a lens with which to properly view and to

understand the role and importance that race and culture play in achieving this goal.

The basic premise of this perspective is that all people are automatically a part of two
systems: the larger all-encompassing system

or 'sustaining system', and the client's

immediate physical and social environment referred to as the "nurturing environment"

(Norton, 1978). The incongruence between the two systems provides an avenue for

intervention. This perspective is most useful with cofitmunities of color (African
American, Native American and Latin Americans Asian and Pacific Islanders aud other

ethnic groups) for whom this is a more explicit reality and duality. This is inherently
important to transracial adoption where the development

of a dual perspective or a

bicultural perspective of the adoptee and family system may be one indicator of a healthy
or successful adoption,

This perspective provides the nexus for educating would-be parents of the transracially
adopted. It provides a framework to see the incongruence and ensuing conflict between

the safer immediate environment of the adoptee and the potentially unsafe and
unaccepting greater dominating social system.

An

example

follows: LaTroy, a

transracially adopted African American male child, experiences little discomfort in his
all-white neighborhood as everyone knows that LaTroy belongs to the Smith family. The
neighbors see LaTroy, as he grows, as "one of the good ones," as "special," "not like the
others (other African Americans)," or as "not really

black." However, when LaTroy

leaves the immediacy of his confined white neighborhood, he goes off to college, gets a
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job or moves out on his own, his experience becomes quite different. Now, in this larger
society, LaTroy no longer feels "special," or like'o one of the good ones," but is treated

like all "the others." LaTroy feels confused and feels like a failure when retreating to the
safer immediate environment of his parents. He asks his parents for an explanation. His
parents are dumbfounded, guilted and assune that he's either imagining things or is not

trying hard enough. LaTroy leaves, fccling possibly resentful or in tfie sirlple knt-rwledge
that his parents no longer have all of the answers or can provide the protective covering
that he had grown used

to. LaTroy turns

back to the larger society to attempt to figure it

out for himself. After consulting friends and the pastor, LaTroy's parents call him to give

him the advice that he once had sought. LaTroy is reluctant to listen and indicates that

"all is fine". As the parents press, LaTroy says, "It's a Black thing; you wouldn't
understand." His parents resent the statement; he resents their insistence that it's not "a
black thing" and that they do understand (after all, they were once young adults too). The

phone call ends with LaTroy feeling disconnected and isolated; his parents feel
discounted and helpless. Through the use of the dual perspective, LaTroy's parents could

have been educated as to what was actually happening with their son and potentially
could have avoided the whole situation from the begiming.

For the child of color, the home and supporting environment provides the necessary tools

and buffer to combat the devaluing messages of the larger and predominately white

society. "Since many minority members are reasonably isolated from the

white

corrmunity physically and socially, the attitude of the more immediate generalized other
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[client's immediate environment] can develop, restore, or help them maintain selfesteem." (lrlorton, 1978). This assumes that the child's immediate environment is

reflective

of the child's cultural and racial makeup. In

transracial adoption, this

underscores the necessity of adopting parents to become themselves aware of the cultural

intricacies

of their

adopted child's race and

to understand what

messages from the

dominant devaluing society that they may be embracing and perpetuating. This is one

of

the imminent concerns that opponents of transracial adoption bring to the table: white
adopting parents cannot
necessary tools

to

or will not

adequately prepare children

of color with the

overcome the devaluing and discriminating barriers

of the

larger

socrety

Also for those professionals who are making placement decisions, an
understanding of the relationship between the two systems of the client

will

increased

increase their

ability to make informed and appropriate decisions through the frame of reference
provided by the dual perspective. Appropriate interventions cannot be made without

finding out what the client's perspective is or what the client's social reality is. In the
above example involving LaTroy, a social worker or practitioner

will need to be able to

identifo the incongruencies between the different systems and their messages as well

as

provide an appropriate intervention at any phase which allows for the reduction of
incongruence between the larger and immediate systems' barriers.
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These four theoretical underpinnings provide the superstructure for the workshop which

is supported by the literature review and the workshop design. Components of this
workshop have been presented separately but have not been presented as a whole. The
response was positive and demonstrated that the workshop subcomponents do work, at
least

individually. A subsequent presentation of the workshop in its entirety will provide

for additional feedback from participants which may serve to modifu the workshop.
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CHAPTER IV
WORKSHOP DE,SIGN

Purpose and General Overview
The purpose

of this training; to provide to participants a two-day workshop that shares

parenting strategies and crucial information to minimize the challenges that inherently
accompany transracial placements. Additionally, this training provides professionals

working

in the field of

out-of-home placement, the opportunity

to increase

their

knowledge base and ability to make informed decisions within the guidelines of existing
legislation.

This training examines: the roles of identity formation and self-esteem development as

interwoven determining factors

of

successful transracial adoptive placements.

Additionally, an emphasis on biculturalism versus assimilation as an integral component
of identity formation and self-esteem development is addressed. Capabilities of would-be
transracially adopting parents and needs of the transracially adopted child are taught, as

well as the placing agencies' responsibility to ensure both. Training will take place
through the use of lecture, readings, audiovisuals, panel discussion and other interactive
activities.
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The worlrshop design criteria

will be implemented according to the following: l)

adoptive parents or potential adoptive or foster care parents will be notified of the training

through their adoption or foster care social worker; 2) the target population will be those

who seek to parent children of a different race than their own; 3) the location of the
training will be within the sponsoring agency's site of business; 4) the training material

will be disseminated to the participants by their social worker; 5) the participants will
attend two four-hour sessions; 6) the participants
an evaluation and 7) the trainer

will evaluate this training by completing

will evaluate the training sessions by administering a pre-

and post-test and comparing the two in order to evaluate progress.

The

trainer: should be knowledgeable and skilled in the concepts of normal child

development, adoption, cultural competence and parenting. The trainer should possess
advanced experience in working rvith cultural competency issues and transracial adoption

with special attention to the history of transracial adoption placement practices

and

accompanying legislation. The trainer should have had considerable experience in
conducting training workshops and should posses excellent social work small and large
group facilitation skills.

Resources and considerations

to co4sider prior to implementing the training include:

group size, length and number of sessions, facilities and materials.
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The group size can determine how many sessions you will need, how much material you

will

use (pencils, note cards, handouts and refreshments), how large a space you w'ill

need, and how many trainers or group participant leaders

will be needed. If a workshop

will have 50 or fewer participants, it is this trainer's experience that a single trainer will
be needed along

with an assistant trainer. The trainer may ask the host or

a participant to

help disseminate materials. If there will be more than 50 participants, the trainer is likely

to need an additional trainer and an assistant to help with monitoring group participation
and processing as time

will likely not permit the sole trainer to visit with small groups

and role play participants or to facilitate interaction among all members. Participants
numbering more than 50

will likely not be able to work through all small group exercise

scenarios and may necessitate a longer training day or an additional session.

The resources recorrmended for this training include a conference room with fans or a
good ventilation system, overheads which are clearly typed in font size 1 4 or larger for
participants to see from the back row, TV, VCR, flip charts with red or black markers, a
microphone system with a microphone (preferably cordless); folders for each participant

which include loose leaf paper, agenda for the workshop, and articles to be

read;

overhead projector, name tags, and sign-in sheets.

Objectives of the Training
The objectives of the workshop are:
t

To increase the knowledge and skills of persons potentially placing transracially;
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a

To increase the knowledge base and parenting skills of those parenting or potentially
parenting transracially;

o

To increase the understanding of the importance or role that race and culture play in
healthy self-development;

a

To assist attendees to understand rn'hat resources are needed to support transracial
placements and how to begin to access them'

a

To assist attendees to understand the,potential traumatic effects of cultural
destructiveness that transracial adoption can have upon the adoptee;

o

To provide to attendees possihle options to prevent or to curtail the potential
traumatic effects of transracial adoption upon the adoptee; and

o

To assist parents and attendees to become more bicultural.

Format of Workshop
During registration on the first duy, participants will be asked to

complete

fill out a survey

a self-pretest. The workshop will begin with participants

and to

introducing

themselves to each other and to the presenter. Duration of this introduction depends upon
the number of participants in attendance. The presenter should also introduce him/herself

to participants and share their experiences of transracial adoption. Introductions may take
up to a half hour. The rest of the morning session is devoted to educating parents and
professionals about the racial and cultural developmental needs of transracial adoptees.
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Information regarding the challenges to social workers may also be presented at this time

if social workers
break

are present. After the first two hours of education, a twenty-minute

will be implemented. After the break, education based upon the needs of

transracially adopted children and the capabilities of those who seek to parent them will

continue. The day will conclude with an evaluation of that day's sessions.

The second duy of the workshop

will

focus on the application of the information

presented in the first half of the workshop. This

will include role playing,

as well as

small and large group discussions in the morning and an adult transracial adoption panel.
Participants

will

be asked to

fill out a post-test

and an evaluation of the workshop during

the closure portion of the workshop. Upon completion, participants
necessary information, and

a

self-assessment

transracial parenting. Further, participants

will

have the

of their abilities to begin successful

will have an increased appreciation for

need to safeguard a child's right to develop a sense

parents and professionals being trained

will

the

of ethnic pride. It is hoped that both

reduce the trauma to the adoptee as well as

reduce the number of disruptions and the potential costs and time of multiple placements.
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This workshop will be conducted in two sessions over two days. Both sessions will be
four hours in length. The format of each session will be as follows:

Training #I-AM:
Thefirst 2 hours will include:

will take place during the session;

a

an overview of what

a

audiovisual; and

a

lecture and learning of the topic (to be implemented with overheads, handouts, and
examples).

Break:

20-minute break including light refreshments and casual conversation

Training #l-PM:
The second 2 hours will include:
e

audiovisual;

a

lecture and education of the topic (continued); and

o

session evaluation.

Training #2-AM:
They'rs/ 2 hours will include:

will take place during the session;

o

an overview of what

a

audiovisual;

t

small group discussion; and

I

large group discussion.
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Break:

20-minute break including light refreshments and casual conversation
a

Training #2-PM:
The second 2 hours

will include:

o

adult transracial adoptee panel presentation;

o

Question and answers; and

o

post-test and evaluation done by participant.
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Training Curriculum

I.

Training Session #l: Race, Culture & Ethnicity in Transracial Adoption

A. Welcome & Pre-test
B. Overview of the Day
C.

Ice Breaker/Introductions

D. Audiovisual: "20120

Transracial Adoption"

E. Presentation: Introduction to Terminology
F. Presentation: Culture, Ethnicity and Race
Break: 20 minutes

G, Audiovisuals: "America's Talking with

Zena Oglesby"

H.

Presentation: Parent and Professional Capabilities

I.

Session Evaluation

II.

Training Session #2: Producing

A.
B.

Welcome

C.

Ice breaker

D.

Small Group Exercise

Success in Transracial Adoptton

Overview of the Day

E. Large Group Discussion
Break: 20 minutes

F. Adult

Transracial Adoption Panel Presentation

G. Questions

and Responses

H. Closure: Evaluation & post-test
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TRAINING SESSION # 1
Race, Culture

A.

Welcome

& Ethnicity in Transracial Adoption

"Housekeeping": Bathrooms, refreshments,
phone, CEU's, no smoking, evaluations and
post-test (if leaving early), mailing list, hand out
pre-test to participants. Handout: A1

B.

Overview of the Day

Ice

breaker/Introductions, audiovisuals on

transracial adoption, presentation

on

terminology, presentation on culture, race, and
ethnicity in transracial adoption and self-esteem
and identity formation . After first hour and a
half, a 2O-minute break. After the break,

presentation on parent and professional
capabilities and responsibilities in supporting
transracial adoption. The day will end with an
evaluation. Total day is four hours in length,

C. Ice breakerflntroductions

(Pencils and note cards are needed) Partner with
someone you don't know, interview and write
down, narne, status (adoptive parent, professional
adoptee, or other), where do they live, (if a
parent or to be parent), what age and race is the
child that they hope to adopt or have adopted.
Once all have reassembled, the trainer should
introduce hisflrerself in greater detail. The

trainer should also take a sample from the
participants to get an idea of who is constituting
the make-up of the participants.

D. Audiovisual:'(2012fr
Transracial Adoption"

The total running time is 30 minutes. The trainer
should have an advance sense of who the training
will be directed to. This will enable the trainer to
select the best lO-minute segment to show. The
recommended segment highlights a transracial

concerned with
transracial family life.

family

the

challenges of
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E. Introduction

to

Terminology

F. Culture, Race and Ethnicity
Break 20 minutes

G. Audiovisual: ttAmerica's
Talking with Zena Oglesby"

Overheads: El, E2 and E3

Overheads:

Fl through F14; Handout:

F15

This break should occur after the first hour and a
half of the training session and will likely occur
during the Culture, Race and Ethnicity
presentation. Light refreshments should be
served. Ethnic music and food are optional for
this break. The assistant trainer should be
responsible for ensuring that the training session
iesumes on time. It is also important that both
trainers observe the participants and are flexible
should they require a break sooner than an hour
and a half. Temperature of the room and fresh
air are important elements that the assistant
trainer should be mindful of. This is the perfect
time to make adjustments.

Total running time of this audiovisual is 60
minutes. The trainer should preselect a l0minute segment which focuses on the politics of
transracial adoption.

H. Parent & Professional

Overheads: H1-H8; Exercises: H9 and Hl0

Capabilities

I.

Session

#l Evaluation

Hand out Session
trainer)

#

I Evaluation (assistant
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TRATNING SESSION # 2
Producing Success in Transracial Adoption

A.

Welcome

"Housekeeping": bathrooms, no smoking,
refreshments, phone. CEUs, evaluations, and
post-test (if leaving early), mailing list, hand out
pre-test to participants.

B.

Overuiew of the Day

Small group exercise of completing scenarios or
situations, large group discussion, break, and

then an adult transracial adoption

panel

presentation and questions and responses. The
day will end with participants completing an
evaluation and a post-test. Participants will also
receive a certificate of aftendance.

C. Ice breaker/Introductions

(Pencils and note cards are needed) Partner with
the person from the session one workshop, How
much do participants remember about their
partner?, name, parent, adoptee, or professional.
Share a significant thought that was learned or
that stuck out from the session one workshop.
Give time for 5 pairs to report back to the larger
group. If a participant does not have a partner

from session one, they can partner up with
another person or with another group of two
existing partners.

D. Small Group Exercise

To complete this exercise, participants should be
divided into small groups of 3-4 couples or
groups of 5-6 mixed non-couples. Splitting
couples may allow for greater participation of
each person, however; couples may prefer to
experience the exercise together to decide how to
resolve a conflictlscenario. Exercise: D1
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E. Large Group

Discussion

Break 20 minutes

The trainer(s) should facilitate the processing of
the scenario completion exercise. Allow groups
to report back on what their group decisions were
as to how to best complete the scenario. The
trainer(s) should interpret and when needed, give
corrective feedback based upon the experiences
of adult transracial adoptees.

This break should occur after the first hour and a
half of the training session. Light refreshments
should be served. Ethnic music and food are
optional for this break. The assistant trainer
'should
be responsible for ensuring that the
training session resumes on time. It is also

important that both trainers observe

the

participants and are flexible should they require a
break sooner than an hour and a half.
Temperature of the room and fresh air are
important elements that the assistant trainer
should be mindful of. This is the perfect time to
make adjustments.

F, Adult Transracial Adoptee
Panel Presentation

G. Questions and Responses
Regarding the Panel

The panel should consist of between 5 and l0
adult transracially adopted individuals. It is
important to include both male and female
panelists with a diverse background (race, flBe,
diversity of experience; rural, urban etc.). It may
be helpful to have a script of areas for panelists
to address during their presentation.

The trainer should facilitate the questions from
participants and responses from the panelists. It
is important to be mindful of the time during this
portion of the training as there is usually an

endless number

of

questions

from the

participants.

H. Closure

Hand out Session #2 Evaluation, posttest and
certificate of completion (assistant trainer).
Remind participants of CEUs and mailing list
sign up (if applicable).
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CHAPTER V.

LIMITATIOI{S

The limitations of this workshop development are: the development of this workshop and

its implementation were focused on the transracially adopted child in relationship to
his/her parents and environment. The roles of the whole family system and the respecting

impacts on and by the transracial adoption were not the focal points of this workshop.

Although important, the impact of transracial adoption on other nuclear family members
such as siblings and parents were not directly explored.

The author did not use or cite research supporting the format or style of the workshop to
determine the best teaching and training methods. The author has combined the focus

of

teaching professionals and educating parents within the workshop. The potential
discomfort to either party in reducing their ability to risk being viewed as incapable or
naive through active participation has not been researched or accounted for in the training

format. Additionally, this workshop does not provide for experiential learning

and

processing. Visiting a traditional African American church, a traditional synagogue or
attending a pow wow or sweat lodge as a minority participant would give participants a
more accurate depiction of what it may be like for the transracially adopted child. Lastly,

the effectiveness of this workshop cannot be determined until it has been implemented
and evaluated.
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CHAPTER VI.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

There are many areas of importance when addressing the impact of transracial adoption

on the adoptee and his/her new family
importance of race and culture

unit. Within the confines of this workshop,

in identity development and the development of

esteem have been the major focuses. These areas have been the focal points

the

self-

in order to

help participants prepare the child who has been adopted transracially for life outside the
adoptive family. Adoption is a lifelong process or journey that the adoptee will have to
navigate through at potentially every stage of
sense

life. Both a sense of identity and having a

of mastery or self-esteem have been noted as important contributors to overall

adjustment in all persons and specifically in those who have been adopted (Brodzinsky,
Schechter & Henig, 1992).

Implications

for further

research and additional considerations

workshop may focus on overall adjustment durin g

lfe

to include in

this

within the new adoptive family

unit specifically the following: how to foster the sibling relationships of adoptive and
biological children; a focus on how the family is now different with the addition of a new

family member; and concrete ways to reduce tension and conflict between family
members including parents; ways to address the testing that traditionally accompanies
adoptive placements; and the role that the biological family and previous placement
families have in the adjustment process for adoptees (especially the older adopted child).
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Within the literature review, all of the research that sought to compare racial identity and
self-esteem development

of inracial

similar and positive findings.

versus transracial adopted children

It may be of importance to examine

all reported

how researchers

interpret findings that suggest that transracial adoption is successful. Also, self-esteem as
a variable needs to be qualitatively scrutinized to see

if it measures

true self-esteem, and

culturally scrutinized to incorporate different cultural interpretations of self-esteem. It is

difficult to believe that children with a delayed and racially dissonant

sense

of themselves

will have as high of a level of self-esteem as children with a solid, intact racial identity.

Research may focus on the role and importance of racial identity as a subcomponent of

identity formation and self-esteem. This would hopefully examine not merely the child's
awareness of the fact that heishe is of a different race, but rather that the child states a
preference and understanding of what

it

means to be a member of that particular race.

This is noted in the study done by Johnson, Shireman and Watson, where children were
said to have developed and "maintained a sense
demonstrate understanding

of their race.

of blackness" but did not value

These researchers indicated that

or

"a black

identification was matched with a black preference for only six children from the
transracial group compared with eleven from the inracial adoptive group" (1987). The

majority of the transracial group indicated that they "had nothing in common with other
black children" and that they "liked whites better." This study went on to indicate that
there is no difference in self-esteem development between the inracial and transracial
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adopted children of the

study. Similar results were reported by another research team

which also supported their hypothesis of "no significant differences was found in the selfesteem scores of the two respondent groups" (Anderson, Lauderdale, McRoy

&. Zurcher,

1982). This was so even though the researchers concluded that it appeared to be more
difficult to develop

a

positive sense of racial identity in a transracial placement than in an

inracial placement.

In observing the similarity of studies on this topic, Hays noted that "empirical studies of
transracial adoptions are broadly similar in research design and remarkably similar in
their results" (1993). In one study, the researchers believed that the racial composition

of

the research team and interviervers was an important element to control for; other studies

did not indicate controlling for researcher bias or influence of race upon their subjects
(Anderson, Lauderdale, McRoy & Zurcher, 1984). This may be an area of future research
focus,

It is possible that the results which are documented do not have to do with racial identity

or self-esteem, which are what the aforementioned studies attempt to measure. The
studies, instead, may better represent measures of adaptation and assimilation. Perhaps

the transracially adopted child assimilates to the dominate culture of the family,
abdicating or not developing a sense of racial identity. Instead of a bicultural or biracial

family, the family becomes a monolithic racial and cultural representation of

the

dominant adopting family system. This is supported by the fact that in many of the
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studies reviewed, not less than three-fourths of the transracially adopted children lived in

predominately white neighborhoods, went

to predominately white schools, and had

limited to no contact with their same race peers, cultures or institutions. What studies
may have been documenting is assimilation to the degree that African American and
other children of color and in-home Caucasian children were producing the same results.

This may provide an alternative perspective or angle for researchers to explore.

Other suggested areas of research focus include:
a

Studying transracial adoptees between the ages

of l8

and

35. It is this author's

experience that the major challenges for the transracially adopted manifest themselves

during this stage of "Intimacy versus Isolation." This is when the adoptee is out of
hisftrer parents' home and puts into practice

all of the tools that he/she has been

equipped with for navigating through the rnorass of the larger system

in

search

of

biculturalism and role clarification.
a

Studying the children of transracially adopted adults to assess the degree of cultural
transference (larger white society and culture associated with the race of the adoptee-a

ratio of biculturalism), overall adjustment and acculturation to the culture of

the

adoptee's race.
a

A study that yields a profile of

those who traditionally adopt across racial and cultural

lines including income, religious affiliation, philosophy on race relations motives for
adoption etc...
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a

Why is it that there is a likelihood that transracially adopted black children may
develop antiblack psychological and social characteristics? (Chimezie, 1977)

I

Why is there a likelihood that transracial adopted children will have personal and
familial problems as the child grows into preadolescence and adolescence? (Simon &
Alstein,

I 98 1)

This author feels that
research and family
between the

two.

it is important t9 recognize the relationship

that exists between

policy. There appears to be a simple and cyclical

relationship

This is true inasmuch as the field of social work and psychology

formulate research around perceptions of problem areas needing to be explored and these
perceptions resulting in policies based upon their conclusions. When completed, these

studies provide interpretations and possible solutions

or directions for

intervention or action. These perceptions, interpretations and courses

courses of

of action are

translated into programs and policies based upon the prevailing research of the time in

lieu of contravening research documentation. This process may be the best that we as a
corlmunity have for identifuing problem areas and translating them into policy; however,

it does not preclude the exploration of

processes that are more inclusive

of corlmunities

of color in the final interpretation and implementation into family-centered policies.

Author and family policy analyst Shirley Zimmerman points out three observations
regarding perceptions of problem areas and family policy: (a) that in a pluralistic society,
such as the United States, a variety of interpretations are available for assigning meaning
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to new social phenomena; (b) that the debate over the meaning of family trends and their
implications for family policy is really a cultural struggle over which definition will

prevail; and (c) that the struggle takes on a political dimension when different moral
entrepreneurs attempt to spread their perceptions and definitions of these phenomena to

politically significant groups, hoping to mobilize them to press for some kind of
purposive social action, or to create groups for this purpose. Zimmerman continues on to
state that the model that these observations are based upon holds that whether such trends
are perceived as problems requiring some kind of policy response depends in part on the

normative, cognitive frameworks of those perceiving them (1995). These normative and
cognitive frameworks are based upon values and their perceptions of historically relevant
experi ences and information.

Given this relationship between interpretation

of problem

areas, research, and the

resulting family policy, and author Zimmerman's observations,

it is recommended

that

more research be done which takes into consideration cultural differences in every step

of

the research process from hypothesis to collecting and interpreting the data. This will

likely result in findings which are more universally applicable to the people and families

of this country. AIso, this will likely ensure a more equal
interpretation
people

of family and community

perceptions

and representative

of problems as experienced

by

of color. This, then, would result in the implementation of more equitable

programs and family policies for all citizens whether elite or under-represented.
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CHAPTER VII.
CONCLUSION

The history of children of color in the U.S. and their subsequent value to their respective

cornmunities of color and to the white community has played out directly in the politics
of the debate over transracial adoption. The playing court has been centered around "selfesteem and identity formation" and the "languishing

in the system" of

would-be

transracial adoptees.

Through a nonscientific exploration, one would apparently find, almost exclusively, that

the persons who are engaged in adopting transracially are white or Caucasian. In
contrast, one would find that those who are in opposition to transracial adoption, as a

norrn in placernent practices, are largely from the communities of color. The specific
communities of color in this country, which have been able to cultivate an oppositional

voice against transracial adoption practices, have specifically been the Native American

and African American cornmunities. These two communities

of color have cited

concems over the deleterious eff,ects to both the adoptee and to the larger respective

community of color. These two groups also indicated that there are enough racially
congruent homes willing

to adopt the waiting children, making transracial adoption

unnecessary. The larger white society and proponents of transracial adoption practice cite
concerns for children of color not having stable and loving families as their motives for
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their positions. This latter group also believes that Caucasian and African American
homes yield equally healthy results for the transracially adopted child.

The literature empirically suggests that at preadolescent ages, some African American

children transracially adopted and inracially adopted present similar responses to
questions exploring levels

of self-esteem. This, in turn, provided amunition for

the

argument that Caucasian homes and African American homes yielded similarly healthy
self-esteem results (enderson, Lauderdale, McRoy

& Zurcher, 1982). In other research,

these two groups of adoptees presented differing responses to questions exploring levels

of

self-esteem development. Unlike the aforementioned study, this study actualll,

indicated that self-esteem and racial identity formation were impaired in the transracial
adopted group in comparison to the iruacial adopted group. This, in turn, was not viewed
as support for an argument against transracial adoption (Johnson, Shireman

&

Watson,

l e87).

The literature continues on to provide suggestions for fostering the development of selfesteem and racial identity in transracial adoptive placements. Some suggestions were that

"white adopting parents should be capable of realistically perceiving the child's racial
heritage as different from their own, and that they should be willing to make changes

conducive

to the child's development of a

Lauderdale, McRoy &. Zurcher,

positive racial identity" (Anderson,

1982). Also key to increasing the likelihood of

successful adoption experiences, for both adoptees and their parents, is the utilization

of
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support groups. Adoptive support groups with a number of different focus areas have

been effective

in

addressing identity formation and

in reducing the tension and

adjustment caused by the addition of a new family member (Pannor & Nerlove, 1977).

The previously reviewed information was derived through the search for answers to three

questions: 1) What is the ideology behind culturally incongruent placement practices in
the public and private sectors? 2) Why do the majority of research findings support
transracial placement practices given all things being considered equal, despite social
workers and practitioner's assertion that such practices result in an increased trauma to the
adoptee? 3) Given the likelihood of continued transracial adoption placement practices,
in both the private and public sectors, what are areas to target to increase the likelihood of
successful transracial adoption placement outcomes? The answers

to these questions

have been utilized to construct the workshop infrastructure which is the product of this
thesis

The process of adequately preparing adopting families to meet the needs of children who

are placed transracially

is a mountainous task, but of paramount importance.

This

workshop can be flexible to meet the specific needs of agencies and parents as identified

through requests or through the participant evaluative component

of the

workshop.

Additionally, this workshop can be used as one very important, but not exhaustive step
towards ensuring the best adjustment for the transracial adoptee and the new family unit.
The actual implementation of the resources and material gained through this workshop on
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a daily basis is the grandest of challenges. To do this,

it is important that families attach

themselves to ongoing support services provided by professionals in the field, laypersons

or extended family who can provide the cultural nuances important to bicultural family
stability.

In conclusion, it is this author's professional and personal belief that all things considered
equal or near equal, racially congruent placement practices are preferable. Furthermore
state departments, counties and agencies that decide not to recruit families

of color

at

proportionate rates to the same race children awaiting homes should be considered in

violation of the Civil Rights Act and the Interethnic Adoption legislation. In unique
situations, where families

of like race are demonstratably not available for a child,

a

family of a differing race that is prepared should be made available for a child. An
agensy from the community of the child's race should be retained in such a situation for

the adequate preparation of the family to parent across racial and cultural lines. This is

important because a family is not just a

family. A family is the all-encompassing

foundation that prepares a child who will one day need to give support and direction to a
generation of people in a society that lives by the survival of the fittest and by any means
necessary
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Appendixes

APPE,NDIX SECTION

I

MATBRIALS FOR TRAINII'{G SESSION

#1

*SECTIONS

A.

Welcome
(8. Overview of the Day)
(C. Ice Breaker)
(D. Audiovisual: "2An0 Transracail Adoption)
E. Introduction to Terminolory
F. Culture, Race & Ethnicity
G. (Audiovisual: "America's Talking with zena oglesby")
H. Parent & Professional Capabilities
I. Session I Evaluation

* Those sections in parenthesis are not included

A
WELCOME

. A1

Pretest

TRAINING FOR TRANSRACIAL ADOPTIVE PARET.ITS AND PROFESSIONALS

PRETEST

Please check

1

one:

Adoptive parent
Foster parent
Child Welfare professional
Other (please indicate)

. Parents who adopt transracially should participate in their child's culture in
order to have a successful adoption.
Agrees 4 3 2lDisagree

2.

The transracially adopted child should develop a racial/cultural identity that is
different from his/her parent(s).
Agrees
Disagree

4 3 2l

3.

lt is important for the transracially adopted child to know the culture
associated with his/her race.
AgreeS
Disagree

4 3 2l

4.

All transracially adopted children really need is a loving home with loving
parents in order to develop a solid foundation for adulthood.

Agree5 4 3 2lDisagree

5.

Parenting strategies for same race and transracial adoptions should be the
same

AgreeS 4 3 2lDisagree

6.

!t is best to raise a child that is transracially adopted in a neighborhood that
IS:

a) the same race as the child
b) the same race as the parent(s)

c) diverse
d) it doesn't matter
7.

The transracially adopted child should be told that they belong to the.
a) human race
b) race as identified by law & society
c) race of the adoptive family

AI

E
ITRODUCTION TO TERMINOLOGY

El
EZ
E3

Understanding Adopfion
Definition of Key Terms
The Triad

Understanding Adoption lncludes...
Attachment

Control

Genetics/Heredity

Grief

ldentity
Loss

Multi-Gultural lssues
Rejection

Separation

Triad Relationships

Triad Perspectives

Bold areas are heightened for transracial adoptees

EI

Delinition of Key Terms
The following are terms which are frequently used within the field of out of home placement and

specifically within adoption. Transracial adoption is also referred

to as "interracial",

"cross-

cultural", and "transcultural" or "biracial" adoption; the following terms, are applicahle however it
is referred to.

Adoptee is the person who is adopted into a family writ

Adoption is the taking on of a child to parent that a person or persons did not previously have
responsibility for and is of an implied long duration. More specifically, adoption is the legal
pemument transference of guardianship from one party

to a single or couple of a child for

the

purpose of creating a stable new family urut as defined by state law.

Adoptive family is the parent or parents and accompanying familv system whom receives the
adoptee.

Assimilation is the Iearning of language, values, expectations and roles of the dominant group
while aMicating the development or recognition of those consistent with ones own race or
culture.

Transracial Adoption (TRA) is the adoption of a child from one racial background into an
adoptive family of a differing racial background. In the US, this usually refers

to Caucasian

parents adopting African American children.

Triad refers to the triangular relationship between the birth parents (usually birth
adoptive parent(s), and the adoptee.

Bio-family refers to the adoptee's birth parents and their family

E2

system.

mother),

Biculturalism is the capacity to function effectively and comfortably within two distinct cultural
contexts (Velasquez &, Velasquez, 1980).

Culture consists of the behavioral patterns, symbols, institutions, values, and other human-made
components

of society and is the unique achievement of a human group which distinguishes it

from other groups (Foreman, Gayle, Y.)

Extended

or Honorary family

refers

to

those persons whom may be, but are often not,

biologically or formally related to the adoptee. These family members are usually chosen by the
adoptee and assume traditional familial roles such as cousin, sister, brother and grandparents
solely based upon affinity.
Successful transracial adoptive placement is subjectively defined by members of the adoptive

triad but may include the following: the adoptee being able to identiff and claim a racial identity
consistent with the racial norm of the child; having an intact ability to, participate in the mores and

culture, and to develop coping and defense mechanisms consistent with the child's race; having an
ability to maintain a normatively healthy relationship with adoptive family members; and having an
ability to pass on to offspring an intact sense of the aforementioned.

E2

THE, TRIAD

AI}OPTEE

BIOLOGICAL FAMILY

AI}OPTIVE FAMILY

E3

F
Culture, Race & Ethnicity

FI
F2
F3

F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9

Fl0
Fl1
Fl2
Fl3

Fl4
Fl5

Child Development
Racial Awareness Development
Adapted Maslow Hierarchy
Erikson: Racial Identify & Relationship Formation
Ethnicity, Race & Culture
Bicultural Socialization Factors
Four Ways of Coping With Identity Crisis
Three Types of Identity Outcomes
Identity Needs of Transracial Adoptees
Common Traditional African American Cultural Values
Holidays and Celebrations
Assessing Cultural Competency
Self-esteem & the Sense of Mastery
"Human Identity" or "Human Race" Versus "Race"
Handout: "10 Quick Ways to Analyze Children's Books..."
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RAC IAL AWA.REITE,SS D E VE L OPME NT

I.

EARLY OBSERVATION OF RACIAL CUES

2. FORMATION OF RUDIMENTARY CONCEPTS

3. CONCEPTUAL DIFFERENTIATION

4. RECOGNITION OF THE IRREVOCABILITY OF CUES

5. CONSOLIDATION OF GROUP CONCEPTS

6. PERCEPTUAL ELABORATION

7, COGNITIVE ELABORATION

8. ATTITUDE CRYSTALLIZATION

F2

(Katz; ERICffiECE)

Children

Self-

Actualization
Esteem
(racially based)

Social Belonging
(racially based)

Safefy and Security

Survival
Physiological Needs

/I

/\
./l

/

Adoptive
Parent(s)/Iamily

Biological
Parent(s)/Tamily
F3

son: Industry v. Inferiority
t 6-12

cognitive development takes places during these ages
Family is the primary influence however schml is increasingly more
important
Factors impactinF thir stage are sensitivity qg$ cultural diversiry of
teachers, curriculum, students, progftrms with other social system.

son: Identity v Role confusion

t2-t6

I group ldentity)
16-20

II personal sense of identity)

Awareness of racial differences. The adolescent's peer group now
Pl-ays key role when seeking acceptance and guidance. iOot*scents
ofteq dis.reeard.T{ stryggle. with parents, ani orher adults *uning
previously established identities irrelevant while in search of a new
identity.
adolescenr primarily will esrablish rheir identity

f!"

through their peers.

Search fior sameness-phyrif] changes are taking places creating a
le{shtened awarenesi of differences based on plysical features.
Adolescents are often cruel and exclude peers wtrb they consider

"different", in skin color or cultural bacliground.

As same race exposure
$kes pl-are a greater awareness of not fitting
in occurs, while comparing ser m p*ers and being neither black orwhite.

ideq{tr formation affecting rel ari onshi p formati on
"grnspecilical ly affecting intimate relationsliips).
(later
P

!n the beginning of the next stage an individual is still self-absorbed
in their search for identity affecEng relationship formation.

;on: Intimacy v. Isolation
20-35

Satisfactory_resolution of identi-ty aflows_a person [o find their place
Tlfr includes the selecrion of a mate and job. poor
rcsoluti on of identi ty affecrs the fol lowing areas : dati rig/marri age,
career., decisions on offspring, choosing mentors,

in society.

peers/friendships.

intiryacy,.Erickson is conveying the capacity of giving oneself
_'By
to a relatiolship in a full sense of mutuality It tlkesi stdng
identity [o do so; the danger is a risk or tn6 loss of self in thii
proc€ss' The second part to this stage is in giving oneself to another
nelthgr
ryIson losing their idenrity wtrlte maintaiiling a loving
relationship.
Therefore transracial adoptees have mone diff-rculties with intimacy if
HeV dg nolJeel complete due to lack of resolution of identiry crisis.
Therefore if unsure of self then they are unable to fully give-setf to
another. This stage may also be mmplicated by undehling issues
of loss and rejecton.

tf t-t il stage isnot not resolved there is a growing sense of isolation
and the potential for selfhood diminishes.
F4

CULTURE
PRESENCE

RIGFITS & DUTIES

I-ANGUAGE

ETHNICTTY
Geographic
orgin

CEREMOhIY

PRECEDENCE

Religious faiths

GESTURE

OWNERSHIP

Shared traditions,
values, & symbols

Language and
dialect

TIME CONCEPT

GROOMING

Literature, folklore
& music

Race

BOhIDING

TABOOS

Food
pref rences

RACE

Shared ties

LEARMNG

SEX ROLES

Settlement,
empolment patterns

lnterest in
homeland/US
HEROES & N{YTI

HEALTT{

Migratory

status

Righs &

duties

lnstitutions

SPIzuT

RELIGION

lnternal sense of
distinctiveness
PT-AY &

T

External sense of
distinctiveness

trISURE

VALUES

ETHICS
REWARDS

&

F5

AESTHETICS

Bi/Multi-Cultural Socialization

Iulti-Cuhrally Cornpetent

ition: hconpssing

kmily

pennanent dMiaguishable mentality wlure rtore than orc calture is recogntztd,
red and celcbrated by all lanily members.

ilctor influenci*g

,1

"

a

degrees of bi/multi-culnrral socializarion:

he degree

of overlapping commonalities betweeir two cultures rcgarding values, beliefs, and perceptions. An
rple is value of extended family.
}re availability of cultural ranslarors, mediators, and models". Bramples of these arc: schools, churches,
vpeople with whom the family. has frcquent ontact (from the minority cutture), honoary family.

(pcitive or neptive) provided by the ctltures involvod in regards to
rpts to prcduce normative behavior. Examples of this are: '!our to white ', clothes/fashion, language/slang,
re amount of corrective feedback
.ng, body langnega

he onceptual style ana problem-solving approactr of the minority individual and their mesh, wittr the
Icnt or styles of the majority ctlurre." Transracial adoptees ofrcn beome adaptees on chameleon in how they
,

to one

'he

cr

nrre and change to relale to anotlrer cr.rlurre.

individual's degree of bi-lingualism." (dialecuslang)

rc compa.rison

of physical attribute such as skin color, facial features, body builds, erc. AIso hair textue,

ining

"whitd'
ty

bi-culnral

minority

soci

equency compounded by the ltngth of time that one is exposed to another culture will alm alfect the degree
tch an individual is bi-culnrally socialized

F6

FO{IR

WAT,S OF COPilYG
IDENTITY Cft/^SI,S

WITH

1. Identity Achievement

2. Moratorium

3. Identity Foreclosure

4. Identity Diffusion

F7

(Marcia, James, 1966))

THREE TYPES OF IDENTITY OUTCOMES

I) TRUE SELF-HATE OR AN ACCEPTANCE

OF TI{E VALUES OF

TI#

DOMINANT GROT]P AND A RESULTING BELIEF IN V/HITE
SUPERIOzuTY, AND BLACK INFERIORITY

2) ACCEPTANCE OF ONE',S BLACKNESS [OR OTHER RACE] AS
POSITIVE VIRTUE, }VITHOUT ANY ELEMENT OF SELF.HATE

A

3) A MIXTURE OF SELF-HATE AND SELF.ACCEPTANCE, AMBIVALENT
FEELING ABOUT ONE'S RACIAL IDENTITY, WITH POSITIVE FEELINGS
ABOUT SOME ASPECTS AND NEGATIVE FEELINGS ABOUT OTTMR
ASPECTS

THREE FOURTHS OF T}IE ADOPTEES FELL INTO THE THIRD CATEGORY AND TWENTY FIVE
PERCENT FELL INTO T}IE FIRST CATEGORY.

F8

(ALLEN, 1976)

IDENTITY |YEEDS OF CHILDRE|Y
PLACED TRAIT,SruCIALLY

1. To live in an environment that provides the child an opportunity to
participate in positive experiences with their culture, religion, and
language.

2. For association with same race adult and peer role models

and

relationships on an on going bases.

3. For environmental experiences that teaches survival, problem

solving,
and coping skills which give the child a sense of racial and ethnic pride.

4. A parent who can understand and relate to the child's life and daily
relationship to racial and cultural differences and who can respond to
experiences with acceptance, understanding, and empathy.

5. For a parent who accepts and can help the child accept the child's racial
and cultural ancestry and can comfortably share knowledge and
information about the child's racial and cultural ancestry with the child.

6. For the child to have adults

around them who understand what it feel like
for the child to look different from the parent.

7

.

To have a parent that has knowledge of special dietary, skin, hair and
health care needs.

F9

(DHS, MI\f)

C OMM OIY TR,AD I

TI OIVAL A F RI CAIT
AME RI CATT C ULTTIRAL VALTIE S

.

Extended family is verT important not bound by blood kinship or
household

.

Lots of personal interaction with young ones, not such strong
emphasis on toys

a

Discipline of children is immediate

.

Physical contact, psychological closeness with children is importantbabies held much of the time

t

Children tend to be people orientated, feeling-orientated

o

Children are physically active, homes tend to be noisy, active-children
learn how to think and live with activity around them

a

Children tend to have early responsibility for younger sihlings

o

Children are trained to protect themselves

o Strong spiritual orientation, church is a major support system

Fr0

(Foreman, Cayle, Y.)

SOME CULTURAL CELEBRATIONS

CELEBRATION

Martin Luther King

Celebrations

Black History Month

Lunar New Year

Celebration

ORIGIN

MONTH

African American/All

January

African American

February

Chinese, Korean,

Vietnamese

February

Cinco De Mayo

Latino Community

May

Juneteenth

African American

June

Dragon Boat Festival

Chinese Community

June

Rondo Days (St. Paul, hef)

Aftican American

July

El Grito-Independence Day
Celebration

Latino Community

September

Fll

AssEsstNG CULTUHAL coMpETENcE (cross lggg)
To help individuals understand where they are in the process of becoming more culturally cornpeterrt,
it is
helpful to think of a continuum which ranges from being culturally proficierrt to culturally destructive.
This
exercise is a helpful, non-inffusive way to attach tanguage to our experiences.

1'

CULTUHAL DESTBUCTIVENESS: Attitudes, policies and practices that are destructive
to

cultures and the Individual v'rithin it. Examples are culturai genocide (lndian boarding schoots); practicing
social or medical experiments without kniwledge o, co.seh, denying peopie of color
access to natural
healers and helpers.

2' CULTURAL INCAPACITY: The intention to be culturally destructive in not present, but the agency
professional or individual lacks the ability to help minority ctients or individuals.
The system is biasect and

assumes a superior attitude toward "lesser"/ minority races. Examples are agencies that
support
segregatlon. enforce racist policies, maintain stereotypes, and expect 1ess from minohy
Uients.

3' CULTUHAL

BLINDNESS; lndiviriuals and agencies believe thet they are not biased and view all
P€0ple, regardless of race or culture. as the same. This belief is so filinocentric that services
are
inappropriate except for the rnost assimilated person of color. Access to services is
Oeieimined by need
and appropriateness as viewed by the dominant culture.
Culture blindness or colorblindness developed as a progressive argument
against racial bigotry, which

ranked whitenes$ as on top of the scale of racial differenCes. while ttiis
may nale been a rvell-int€rrtioned

response to bigotry, Lquise Derman'sparks (lg8g) states *tt establishei
the whitq experience as the
norm' and the differences in others' axperience become unirnportant- lt prorhotes
- 'tokenism and a denial
of the identiry of persons outside the

mainstrearn.,'

4. CULTUHAL

PFE-CO MPETENCE: The individual or agency realizes rhat they are una.ble
to serve
or rneet the needs 0f minority individuals etfectively and anemlt to improve rheir performance.
They rnay
hire a few (highly assimilated) people of color as steff, initiate training for
workers on cultural sensitivity,
enter into needs assessments for the minorities in their catchment areas, and recruit
minority individuals
for boards of directors or advisory comrnittees. Having done this. precornpetent
agencies and individuals
may be lulled into a false sense of security.

5' BAstC CULTURAL COMPETENCE: The agency or individual accepts and re$pects the coneept
of difference' Ongoing setf'assessment regardinf seruice clelivery and expansion of resources
and
knowledge occurs. A culturally competent agency hires unbiased workers and trains
them. lt seeks

consultatfon tttith the minority communrty to discusC what services are nrost appropriate
from rhe agency,
-'1-r-' and what services the agency cannot

provide

S' ADYANCED

CULTUBAL COMPETENCE: Proficiency. Culture is held in high esteem. The

irtdividual or agency adds to the knowledge base of the communhy by conducting
research, developing
new models and therapeutic approaches. The cutturally proficient individual
or agency hires staff who are
specialists in culturally competent practice.
C

ULTURE ROLE HANDICAF

Fole'handicap is a term ifltroducecl into sociological titerature by H.D- Kirk (see his Shared
Fare: A Theory
of Adopticn and Mental Hrrlth, 1964) Hepoints to "...thecontrasts tletnreen people in
certain kinds of
situations, rvhere the culture provides in the ofie case for behaviorai expectations,
and in the other case it
does not'do so' or does so inadequately." In trarrcracially adoptive situations Lroth white parents
and their
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1.

SUICK WAY,S TO ANALYZE CHILDftt TS
BOOKS FOR RACISM AND SEXISM

Check the Illustrations

2. Check the Story Line
3.

Look at the LifestYles

4. Weigh the Relationships Between People
5.

Note the Heroes

6.

Consider the Effects on a Child's Self-image

7.

Consider the Author's or Illustrator's Background

8. Check the Author's PersPective
9. Watch for Loaded Words
.I0,Look at the CoPYright Date

Fl5
(The Council on Iterracial Books for Children)

H
PARENT & PROFESSIONAL CAPABILITIES

HI
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6

HI
H8
H9

Hl0

Love is Not Enough
Supporting Transracial Identity Development
Capabilities of Parents
Important That Social Workers...
7 Core Issues
7 Core Issues & Transracial Adoption
Dual Perspective
It's Ok To Be Uncomfortable
Exercise: White Privilege
Exercise: Stereotypes
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SUPPORTIF{G TRANSRACIAL IT}ENTITY I}EYELOPMENT

T}ELIBERATELY TEACHING THEIR CHILD TO SEE THEMSELVES
AS MEMBERS OF THEIR RACIAL GROUP
a

a

I

a

a

a

a

a

PROVIDING PLAYMATES OF SIMILAR RACIAL BACKGROUND

SOCIALIZING WITH ADULTS FROM THEIR CHILD'S CULTURE

LIVING IN INTEGRATEI} NEIGHBORIIOODS
EMPHASIZING BLACK HISTORY AND CULTURE TO THEIR CHILD
PERCEIVING THEIR CHILD AS RACIALLY DIFFERENT

WLLING TO CONFRONT EXISTING RACTAL NORMS
PROMOTING BLACK HEROBS
OBSERVING THE IMPORTANCE THAT SKIN COLOR AND SOCIAL
CLASSIFICATION MAY PLAY FOR THEIR CHILI}

O. ENROLL THEIR CHILD IN AI\ INTEGRATED SCHOOL

l.

OBSERVTNG APPROPRTATE GROOMTNG NEEDS

2.

SUPPORT SEARCH AI{D REUNIFICATION WHEN T}ESIREI}

3. EMPHASIZE

(IrArR, SKrN)

BI-CULTURALISM VS ASSIMILATION

4. MAI(E USE OF MENTORS AND ROLB MOI}ELS FROM TIIEIR
CHILD'S RACE

5.

GTVE THEIR CHILD PLENTY OF LOVE N CARE

H2

aken in part

from: Morin, 1977; & Robe*son,

1975

A}ID STRUCTURE

Copobilities of persons Who Porent Cross-Rociolly/Cu.lturolly
the identity needs of children who live with o fomily of o roce or culture other
thon their own, it is desiroble thot persons who porent these children posess the
following co po bilities:
To meet

An undentonding of their own sense of personol history ond how thot helped form
their volues ond ottitudes obout rociol, culturol, ond religious similorities ond differences.

l.

Z. An understonding of rocism ond whose life experiences hove given them on
understonding of how rocism works ond how to minimize its effects.

g, Life experiences ond personol history which hove given them the copocity or obility
to porent cross-rociolly/cutturolly,
4. Commitment to ond copobility of demonstroting empothy withthe child's fomily of
origin regordless of the socio-economic ond lifestyle differences between them ond
the child's fomily.
S. Copocity ond commitment to provide the child with positive rociol ond culturol
e*periences ond informotion ond knowledge of their roce ond culture.

6. Copobility of preporing the child for oclive porticipotion in or return to the child's rociol
ond culturol communitY.
Adequote support of those significont to them in their decision to porent crossrociolly/culturo lly.

l,

B. Residence in o community thot provides the chitd with some roce odult ond peer role
models ond retotionships on on ongoing bosis

g. Toleronce ond obility to deol oppropriotely with the questions, ombiguity, or
disopprovol which orise when people ossume thot the child is the opplicont's birth child.
I0. Willingness to incorporote porficipalion in cross-rociol/ culturol octivities into their
lifestyte ond porticipote in roce/culturcl oworeness troining.

L Acknowledgment thot interrocioUinterculturol porenting mokes their fomily on
interrocioUinterLulturol fomily which will hove on impoct on oll fomily members ond thot
o decision to odopt interrociolly will moke the fomily interrociol forever.
I

with lhe foct
Acknowledgment ond preporedness to deol positively ond effectively
other minority
thot os on interrociol fomily tnJv*irr experience discriminotion similorto
.12.

f

o m illes.

necessory
the copocity, interest, ond commitment to leorn porenling skills to work to
identity ond
to porent chitdren to understond, ond occept their rece ond rociol
identity.
rociol
thelr
deny
chonge the feelings of children who
13. The skills,

"14.

skills, the copocity, ond interest
skin. hoir, ond heolth core needs.

to leorn the skills to meet the

chil.d's

speciol dieiory'

the child hove o
Appreciotlon of the child's uniqueness, cnd of the some time. help
sense of belonging ond full fomily membership'
15.

H3

It is important that social workers:

1)

have a working understanding of the Multiethnic Placement Act and the newest

legislation and how to best implernent them in the best interest of the child(ren) in their
care

2)

have a working knowledge of the resources necessary to support a successful

transracial placement

3)

know how to teach potential parents how to access these resources on behaEof their
children

4) have a working

understandirg of how their personal values of race, class, religion, and

culture effect how they intercede on behalf of their clients

5)

see the child(ren) that they are placing as the client rather than the

6)

be capable of assessing accurately the strengths and limitations of the families that they

would be parent(s)

are working with through the use of a bi-cultrral continuum assessment mechanism, a

psychiatric assessment and or other instruments capable of assessing cultural
competency and readiness to parent.

H4

SEVEN CORE ISSUES IN ADOPTION

LOSS

Fear ultimate abandorurent;
loss biological, genetic,
cultural history. Issues
holding on & letting go

AI}OPTI\iE PARENT

BIRTHPARENT

ADOPTEE

of

Ruminate about loss childtnitial loss merges with other
life events; leads to social
isolation; changes in bodY &
self irnage; relationshiP

Infertility equates with loss
of self & innnoratitY. Issues
ofentitlement lead to fear of
loss of child &
overprotection.

losses.

REJECTION

GI.IILT/STIAME

Ostracized because of
procreation diffi culties; may

Personalize placement for
adoption as rejection; issues
of self-esteem; can onlY be
"chosen" if first rejected.
Anticipate rejection;
misperceive situations.

Reject selves as irresponsible

cause rejection.

rejection.

Deserving misfortune; sharne
ofbeing different; nmY take

Palty to guiltY secret;
shame/guilt for Placing child;
judged by others; double
bind: not 0K to keeP child &

believe childlessness is curse
or punishment; reli gious
crisis.

defensive stancdanger.

unworthy because Permit
adoption; turn these feelings
against self as desenres

rejection; conre to exPect

&

scapegoat Partner; exPect
rejection; may exPel adoPtee

to avoid anticiPated

Shame of

infenility; rnay

not OK to place.

GRIEF

Griefrnay be overlooked in
childhoo4 blocked bY adult
Ieading to dePression/acting
out; may gneve lack of "fit"
in adoptive family.

IDENTITY

INTIMACY

CONTROL

Grief acceptable onlY short
period but nraY be delaYed
l0-15 years; lack rituals for

mourning; sense of shame
blocks griefwork.

Must grieve loss of
"Fantaql" child; unresolved
grief rrny block attachment
to adoptee; may exPerience
adoptee' s grief as rejection"
Experience diminished sense

Deficits in inforrnation maY
impede integration of
identity; may see search for
identity in early Pregnancies,
extreme behaviors in order to
create sense of belonging

Child as part of identitY goes
on without knowledge;
diminished sense of self &
SelFworth; rnay interfere
with future parental desires.

are not parents [Kirk's Role

Fear getting close & risk
reenacting earlier losses;
concerns over Possible
incest; bonding issues rnaY
lower capacity for intimacY

Diffi culty resolving issues

Unresolved grief over losses
may lead to intimary/rnarital
problems; rnaY avoid

Adoption alters life course;
not parly to initial decisions
haphaeard nature of adoPtion

Relinquishrnent seen as out

refiroves cause

& effect

with other bithParent maY
interfere with future
relationships; intimacY maY
equate

with loss.

of control disjunctive event,
intemlpts drive for self,
actualizatiorr

ofcontinuity ofselt are

&

"Pole HandicaP"

closeness with adoPtee to
avoid loss.

adoption experiences lead to
" L,eamed HelPlessness"
sense rnastery linked to
procreation lack generativitY.

continuum

H5
c 1986 silverstein & kaPlan

SEVEN CORE TSSUES: TRANSRACIAL ADOPTION
LOSS

Fear abandonment and loss of parents, community, country, loss of
fantasy to go to country of origin (and find biological information), Ioss
of biological, genetic, and cultural history. Issues of holding on and
Ietting go of race, of fantasy of wanting to be Black or White or both
and be accepted.

REJECTION

Personalize placement for adoption as rejection; issues of self-esteem
compounded by lack of culturally appropriate personal care and by lack
of identity. Rejection by own race and by majority race. Can only be
"chosen" if first rejected. "You're special, you're chosen, you're a
token." This can lead to, "l'm a token, I've been saved, I owe."
Anticipate rejection, misperceive situations (mostly social), "l'm too
white, I'm being excluded.

GUILT/SHAME

Deserving misfortune. Chosen out of poverty or ill situation, believing
that to be their place in life-poverty. "l should have grown up in a third
world country or should have grown up impoverished; therefore I
deserve.... Self-efficacy of "l don't belong or I don't deserve." Shame
of being difl'erent from peers (especially ages 12-20). Internalization of
rejection; avoiding own coffrmunity or culture, cultural dissonance.
Muy take a defensive stance/anger towards family, relatives, own ethnic
group.

GRIEF

Childhood grief may be overlooked and be viewed as an overly o'good
kid" or "extremely well attached" child. Blocked by adoptee; not able
to express grief, anger or pain based upon, "['ve been saved; I owe" and
it's not ok to express these ungrateful feelings. Leading to
depression/acting out; may grieve lack of "fit" in adoptive family,
community, and relationships which are exacerbated by transracial
differences. Grieve loss of biological and genetic and cultural history.
Over representation in the mental health services.

IDENTITY

Basic lack of information about ones own culture impedes development
of identity; identity and role confusion; bicultural home versus
assimilation. Identity concerns revisited at all critical life stages.
Extreme behaviors to create a sense of belonging (changing physical
appearance, promiscu ity).

TNTIMACY

Fear getting close, fear of rejection and risk reenacting earlier losses
based upon degree of resolution of original loss and rejection; concerns
over possible incest; bonding issues may lower capacity for intimacy;
role confusion.
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H9 EXERCISE
White Privilege
Trainer:
The trainer should facilitate the discussion which focuses on the privileges that white
persons being from the majority community enjoy (A flip chart and markers are needed)
purpose of this exercise: is to increase participant's understanding of the fact that
their child of color will not likely enjoy these same privileges despite participating in their
family system. This division of privileged and unprivileged within the same home may
serve as a barrier to the adoptee feeling connected to the family. The adopted child may
feel further alienated when parents, siblings and others do not acknowledge this disparity
The

and thereby reinforce it.

The trainer should ask the following question and write the responses on the flip chart

lVhat are some things that your child can not count on because of the color
of his/her skin?
After the trainer feels that the participants have devised a near exhaustive list of privileges,
the purpose of the exercise should be shared and solutions sought. The trainer should
include the following rationale in his/her facilitation and processing of the list of denied
privileges: "These are things that you can count on and are white privilege. Be careful
that you understand that when your child goes to school, out into the community, and
while with the family, children and adolescents are not'imagining things.' They will be
viewed as different and then treated differently. You as pElrents, have a chance to get
close to your child if you embrace awkward situations as a family, and not the adoptee
alone. If you do not embrace this opportunity, it will possibly be something that the
adoptee will feel separates her/himself from you or their non-adopted siblings and cause
them to not feel 100% family. The transracial family unit will be viewed as different
including you the parent(s). People will snicker at you and your family in the grocery
store. Your own family members (especially the child's grandparents and aunts and
uncles) may be the first test. How do you acknowledge and confront family members? If
you do not acknowledge familial disapproval of your transracially adopted child, you may
be sending a negative message to your adopted as well as non adopted children."

HIO EXERCISE
Stereotypes
Trainer:
The trainer should facilitate the discussion which focuses on stereotypes; their etiology
and ways to reduce their potentially destructive impact on the transracially adopted child
(A flip chart and markers will be needed for this exercise).

of this exercise: is to increase participant's awareness of stereotypes as
detriments to self-esteem development and maintenance in transracially adopted children.
The purpose

The trainer should ask participants the following questions and then write their responses
to numbers I and 3 on the pages of the flip chart:

l. What are the different cultures and races of origin among participants?
2. What generation are participants (first, second, third?)
3. \ilhat are the stereotypes ahout people from your culture or country of origin?
4, Why did they start? Are they true?
5. What did you or your first generation in this country do to combat these
stereotypes?

6.
7

.

What do you think that you or your first generation in this country would like to
have happened in response to these stereotypes and the ways that they were
treated based upon these stereotypes?
What are the stereotypes associated with the transracially adopted children that
are or potentially will be in your care?

In concluding this exercise, the trainer should relate the participants experiences and
knowledge of stereotypes to potential experiences of transracially adopted children.
Utilize the responses from the above questions numbers 5 and 6 as potential ways to deal
with stereotypes as it relates to the transracially adopted children in their care.

I
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Session

# 1 Evaluation

# 1 EVALUATION

Training for Transracial Adoptive Parents
and Professional Who Care for
Transracially Adopted Children
Session # I Evaluation Form
(Presenter name)
(Date of workshop)

Please check one:

_Adoptive parent
_Foster parent

_Child
_Other

Welfare professional
(please specify

Please check the appropriate column.

Excellent

Good

Quality of presentation
Quality of information presented
Applicability of workshop content
Facilities

Comments about this session, suggestions for future training sessions:

Name (optional)

Poor

APPEF{DD( SECTION

tr

MATERIALS FOR TRAINING SESSIOI\

#2

*Sections

(A.

Welcome)
(8. Overview of the Day)
(C. Ice Breaker)
D. Small Group Exercise
(E. Large Group Discussion)
(F. Adult Transracial Adoption Panel Presentation)
(G. Questions and Responses)
H. Closure: Evaluation, Posttest & Certificate of Completion

+Those sections in parenthesis are not included

D
SMALL GROUP EXERCISE

Dl

Situation Completion Exercise

Dl EXERCISE
Situatton Completion

Trainer:

To complete this exercise, the trainer(s) should divide the participants into small groups of
3-4 couples or groups of 5-6 mixed non-couples. Splitting couples may allow for greater

participation

of each person, however; couples may prefer to

experience the exercise

together in order to decide how to best resolve or complete the situation. The trainer(s)

will need to have cut the five situations into individual situations prior to the session. AII
groups should receive situation I at the same. After 15 minutes, all groups should receive
the next situation and so on, through situation V (As many as

l0 or more copies of each

situation may be needed for this exercise). The trainer(s) should visit each small group

during this exercise to help groups which may be stuck or hesitant to fully process
situation.

The situations appear on the following pages.

a

Situotion

I

Your fomily hos known the Smiths for yeors, ore good friends ond your children grew up
together. As the children were growing up they olwoys ployed together, porticipoted in
octivities together ond were ctose friends. Your minority son is now l6 os is the Smith's
oldest doughter. Your son osks their doughter to go to o porty with him os his dote. She
tells your son thot she conT go out with him becouse he is not white. Your son comes to
you questioning why he could be her friend oll these yeors but con't toke her to o porty.

Whot would you tell your son?
How would ycu, os o porent, feel?
How would this offect your relotionship with lhe Smiths?

Situotion ll
Twelve yeor old Tino, who is o minority, comes home from school visibly upset. When
questioned, she begins to cry ond relotes the following events to you:

thcf in the Bible it soyt thot it is o
'sin' to mix the roces. Joyce's mother soid thcf not only is your fomily o sin but
becouse Tinq is rnixed roce her birth wos o sin.
Her friend. Joyce, told Tino thot her mother soid

to go to church ond religion is becoming lmportont to her. She is very
troubled obout whot Joyce told her ond wonts to know if this is true.
Tino loves

Whot is your initiol reoction?
Whot would you tell Tino?

Situstion lll
You ore st o shopping center with your minority infont. You notice severol people
looking of you. Two men seem to wolk by you severol times ond finolly one seems to
purposely bump into you (or your wife). He then looks st his friend, loughs ond mokes
some remorks obout your or your wife's morols. He uses severol derogotory terms
obotrt your child's ethnic heritoge mixed with o lot of profonity. Although he is tolking to
his componion, it is obvious thst the remorks ore intended for you to heor.
How would you feel?

Would you respond to the remorks?
How will you deolwith such remorks when your child

is

The msterial for Situotions I - lll, wos developed by the

Speciol Needs Adoption Progrom in Kentucy

D1

old enough to understond them?

Situotion lV
You ore grocery shopping ond hove your minority toddler in the cort seot. A womon
opprooches you in the oisle, smiles of you, ond osks. 'ts your child odopted?' you reply
thot she is. She comments, 'VUhot o wonderful person you ore! God will certoinly
reword you in heoven. And whot o lucky litfle girl she is!'
How would you feel?

Whot would you respond to the womon?

Whst might be your concerns for your child in interpreting the womon's comments?

Sifuotion V
You ore of o school conference. lt is the first one for your dork skinned child, os o
kindergortner. Your impressiors of your child, os you hcnre wotched him with other
children his some oge, ore thst he is of leost cveroge in his development ond perhops
excels in some oreos. The kindergorten teocher informs you thot your child is in 'the.6w
group' in ocodemic groupings. She comments thot she doesn't think he will need
porticulor'speciol help' in school such os o Title I tutor or o referrol to speciol educstion
services. buf she thinks school moy be difficult for him.

Whot

is

your initiol reoction?

Would you disogree with the teocher?
Whot steps might you toke in setting the tone for your child's school yeors?

D1
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Session #2Evaluation
Posttest

Certificate of Attendance

Training for Transracial Adoptive Parents
and Professional Who Care for
Transracially Adopted Children
Session # 2Evaluation Form
(Presenter name)
(Date of workshop)

Please check one:

parent
Foster parent
_Child Welfare professional

_Adoptive

(please

speciry)-

-other
Please check the appropriate column.

Excellent

Good

Quality of presentation
Quality of information presented
Applicabitity of workshop content
Facilities

Comments about this session, suggestions for future training sessions:

Name (optional)

Pocrr

TRAINING FOR TRANSRACIAL ADOPTIVE PARENTS AIYD PROFESSIONALS

POSTTEST

Please check one:

1.

Adoptive parent
Foster parent
Child Welfare professional
Other (please indicate)

Parents who adopt transracially should participate in their child's culture in
order to have a successful adoption,
Disagree
Agrees

4 3 2l

2.

The transracially adopted child should develop a racial/cultural identity that is
different from his/her parent(s).

AgreeS

4 3 2lDisagree

3. lt is important

for the transracially adopted child to know the culture
associated with his/her race.

Agrees 4 3 2l
4.

Disagree

All transracially adopted children really need is a loving home with loving
parents in order to develop a solid foundation for adulthood.
Disagree
Agrees

4 3 2l

5.

Parenting strategies for same race and transracial adoptions should be the
same
Disagree
Agrees

4 3 2l

6. lt is best to raise a child that is transracially

adopted in a neighborhood that

is:

a) the same race as the child
b) the same race as the parent(s)

c) diverse
d) it doesn't matter
7.

The transracially adopted child should be told that they belong to the:
a) human race
b) race as identified by law & society
c) race of the adoptive family

CERTIFICATE OF COIWPLET{S, irr

This is to certifo that (participants name) has completed the training workshop s -)r sions for

Transracial Adoptive Parents and Professionals Who Care

for

Transracioll-v ,!,

\,lled

Children.
Date of Completion

These training sessions were designed

to

assist participants

to achieve the follc vi-rg

objectives:

.
.
.

,
base and parenting skills of those parenting tr ;

To increase the knowledge and skills of persons potentially placing transr

a

To increase the knowledge

r rcially

ly

To increase the understanding of the importance or role that race and i -; r ie play in
healthy self-development in transracial placements

I

To assist attendees to understand what resources are needed to support tra; I acial
placements and how to begin

to

access them

Signed

(trainer)

DATE

EXHIBIT I
GROOMING FOR AFRICAN AMERICA}I CHILI II EN

Hennepin County Foster Care Program

SELF

SELF-ESTEEI'T
W}IEN

A

IS

ESTEE}I

I}IPORTA}

T r'OR CHILDREH

REDUCED OR NON-EXISTENT

CHTLD ISOKS A}ID FEELS DIFFEREHT.

EVEN CHILDREN ACT DTFFEFENTLY WHEN

THEY LOOK AND FEEL AS

ARE CARED

FOR.

IF

THEY

BETNG SINGLED

OUT AS BEING DIFFERENT AND

NOT I,OOKTNG LIKE OTHER
PEERS RETNFORCES
WHAT THEY AI,READY FEEL

ABOUT THEI\,ISELVES. THEY
NEED TO LOOK AS WELL AS

THEY CAN

LOOK. THE HAIR

A}ilD

SKIN HAS BEEN OFTEN NEGLECTED
BY WELL-MEAHING ADULTS TN THE
SYSTEM

IS

AS IT EXISTS. AS CAREGMRS, IT

OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO

GIVE THEM OUR SKILLS

A}TD RESOURCES UN!

THE CHILDREH ACQUIRE THE ABILITY AND KNOW HOW TO
CARE FOR THEMSELVES.

INDEPENDEN1

OTITITIARD APPEARAHCES

Do rrlaKE A DTFEERENCE

CHTLDREN WHO FEEL GOOD ABOUT HOW

THEY I€OK WTLL TEND TO FEEL
BETTER ABOUT WHO THEY ARE.
CHTI,DREN

IN

OUT-OF-H0I'IE

PI,ACEI'IENTS NEED THTS BoosT

FOR THEIR SELF ESTEEM

THEY NEED TO BE

SHOWN

THAT THEY ARE OK.

rT TS

IrERY HARD

TO LIKE

rF

YOTIRSELF

YOU ARE CONSTANTLY

REI{TNDED THAT YOU LOOK

LESS THAN OK. WHEN CHILDREN

ARE DEALTNG WTTH I,OW SELF-ESTEEI{ THEY TEND TO SLIP BEIFW

THE

LEVEL OF GOOD BASTC CARE OF THEMSELVES. THEY NEED CONSTSTENT AND
GOOD CAREGIVTNG

IN THEIR

LTVES.

SKILI,S TO HELP THE},I THROUGH THE DIFFTCULT

PERIODS

TY COUUTIHITY SER\ICES
Black Hair and Skin Care

IIE}I}TEPTH COTI}

Questions frequently asked by caregivers:

1.

HOW MUCH

HAIR & SCALP CONDITTONER SHOULD BE

USED?

ff applying to the scalp, part the hair and apply just
enough to sLe the sheen on the scalp. If using on the hair,
apply an amount to lightly coat the hair 2.

HOW OFTEN SHOULD THE

HAIR BE STIAMPOOED?

WHAT ABOUT SUH}.IER?

At least every week two weeks is not too long, depending
on swimming and sweatirg.

3.

HOW

IFNG CA}I BRAIDS BE TEFT IN?

one week one month depending on the braid pattern and how
weII the style is maintained. A sleep cap helps to keep the
style neater for a longer time.
4

.

CA}I YOU

SHAMPOO

THE HAIR WITH BRAIDS I.,EFT IN?

Yes. Wet the hair, mix shampoo with water and Pour over the
gently squeeze the shampoo into the hair and braids
hair
and between tfre parts. Rinse well. You may condition the
same as you shampoo. A hand held sprayer works well to
rinse the hair.
5.

CA}I YOU PUT A

No.

Tr+o

CT,IRL O\rER

A

REI,AXER?

different processes and can damage hair.

DO BI,ACK PEOPLE TAN OR BIIRN AND DO THEY NEED

6

A

SUNSCREEN?

Yes to both. Use a sunscreen with moisturizers.
-I

.

WHAT KINDS OF COT,IBS SHOULD BE USED ON BI,ACK HAIR?

Large or medium spaced teeth to avoid pulling and breakage
of the hair shaft.

8.

T{HERE CAN WE PIIRCHASE ITEUS THAT WE NEED TO USE?

See

9.

DO

List of Ethnic Businesses

ALL BI,ACK PEOPLE NEED HAIR

DRESSINGS?

No. The straighter the hair the less oil is
10.

WHAT TYPES OF

See

HAIR DRESSINGS SHOULD I.{E USE?

section on Hair & Skin Products.

needed.

].]..

HOW DO YOU TAKE BRATDS OUT?

portion of a rattail comb or a pick to gently
pick the braid apart. This can be done with wet or dry
hair,

Use the tail

L2.

DOES STRAIGHTENING THE

HAIR WITH HOT

CO}TBS HURT

IT?

No. This procedure is not reconmended to be done by
caregivers. Should be done by professionals.
l-3.

SHOULD THE CLTENTS
REI,AXERS OR CURLS?

BE GTVTNG THE}TSELVES OR OTHERS HOME

No for youngrer cl-ients. For older clients it would depend
on the ability and consultation with the social worker.
14.

WHY ARE THERE SO I,IANY DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

TO BE USED?

Variety and personal choices and product Erroups.
QIIESTIONS OH eURr*S
DO YOU NEED TO WEAR THE BAG ON TTIE HAIR MOST OF THE TII,IE?

L

The purpose of the bag i.s to keep moisture on the hair and

should be worn at night or after shampooing. It is not

an

ador:rment to be worn in public. The curl is costly and to
cover it with a 39+ bag is defeating the purpose.

A

I KNOW TIIIEN TO RETOUCH?
Six weeks to 3 months depending on how well the chemicals
adapt to the hair. Retouch should occur when there is at
Ieast \ inch of new growth.
I,AST?

2,

HOW I,oNG DOES

3,

HOW OFTEN SHOULD YOU SHAMPOO

CURL

HOT{ DO

A

CIIRL?

At least every two weeks to remove product buildup.
4.

HOW I,oNG SHOULD THE },IOTSTTIRIZER AND ACTTVATOR I,AST?

An I oz. bottle should last at least 2 to 3 weeks. The hair
should not be saturated with the products so that it is
completely wet.

5.

HOW IiIUCH SHOULD

6.

Just enough to moisten the hair.
SHOULD IT DRIP OR BE IITIITE WITH THE PRODUCT?
No to both.

7

.

BE USED?

DO YOU PUT HAIRDRESSTNG ON A CTIRL?

No. OnIy on the scalp

I

HOW CAI'I YOU

TELL TF SO}IEONE IIAS A CURL?

A curl has a definite and uniform curl pattern due to the
size of the rods used.
9

WIIAT ARE THE KTNDS OF CIIRLS?

There are many brands

See List of Products

-

SUESTIONS TO.4SSESS A BEAUTICIATTS ABILITY TO

CARE FOR AFRICAN AMERTCAN HAIR

In instances where African American hair care professionals are not available, care givers

will need to interview beauticians and barbers to see if they are experienced in providing
care to African American children. The following is a list of general questions that all
beauticians and barbers should be knowledgeable of,

t

Have you been educated on how to care for ethnic or African American hair?

a

Do you know how to plat or braid African American hair?

a

Do you know how often African American hair should be washed?

t

Do you know what tlpes of oils should be used on African American hair?

I

Do you know how often African American boys should have their hair cut?

.

Do know how often African American boys and girls should have their hair combed?

BTACK

HAIR

PRODUEB

&

USE

SKIH
CHART

PRODUCTS

HEHTTEPIH COTTIflTY COMITTT}NITY SER\':[CES

BI,AC:K HLTR AT{D

The following

is a list

SffiN

PRODUCES

of products which can be used

on

minority hair and skin. This list is in no way promoting any
particular product, we have tried to give you a variety oi
products which you may use according to the type and condition of
the hair and skin and the avaj-rabirity of products.

Listed first are products and the function that they are
formulated to perforror on the hair, next the conditions of hair
and the t1ryes of products that can be used to help that
condition. We wiII focus on extra dry to normal hair conditions
since Black hair seems to faII into these conditions.
SEAI.IPOOS A shampoo should completely cleanse the hair and
the scalp.
For dry hair, a shampoo should moisturize and
replenish needed oils removed by shampooing. Shampoos are
fotmulated- for many different kinds and conditions of hair. They
are for tinted, bleached, permed, relaxed, Afro, oi1y, dry ana
nor::nal .
They also detangle, condition and restore sheen to the
hi,ir.
Extra dry hair condition
Nexxus Botanoil & Therappe shampoos, Tres Cheveux shampoo,
TCB shampoo, Creme of Nature, Revlon for dry hair.
Do not use a
shampoo f or oily hair because they are f or-nulated to strip the
oils from the hair and will intensify an already existing dry
hair condition.
Dry to normal hair condition
Normal or medium hair still
lean toward a dry condition
because of the texture of Black haj-r and still
neEd shampoos
which do not strip away the oils.
Nexxus Botanoil/Therappe &
Assure shampoos, Tres Cheveux shampoo, TCB shampoo, Creme of
Nature.

Oily hair condition
Use products f ormulated f or oi-Iy hair conditions because
they work to remove the excessive buildup of oiLs accumulated on
hair and seaIp.
Do not use these products on dry hair
conditions.
Tinted/Bleached/Permed & Relaxed hair

The ahove descriptions of hair are conditions which have
been created by a chemical process, and because of the molecular
breakdown on the hair shaft, have rendered the hair to need,ing
shampoos and conditioners the same as dry hair conditions.

HENI{EPTH COTTIflTY COI{I,ITTIHTTY SER\rICES
BIACK IIATR EARE PRODUCT USE EHART

Virgin Hair
(Not chenically treated) Braids
Shampoo

Condi-

tioner

Depe
ng on the o I
ness of the hair &
scalp; may range from
every 3 to 14 days.

Every
7 -]-4
days

Relaxed

Curls

Everl
s/ to

days

After
After
After each shampoo.
each
Depending on the condi- each
shampoo/ shanpoo/
tion of hair, use for
for dry for dtry/
dryTrnormal/or oily

hair.

hair

Daily/he1ps combing.

Do not
use

relaxed

hair

HAIR
DRESSTNGS

Moisturizers
oi1
(

Do not
use

Detangl-

ers

)

Hair

&

ScaIp
Condi-

tioners

Can use

daily.

After
Apply to After
shampoo
shampoo
scalp
to
scalp
& in be2-3
tween
to
times
week

hair/

scalp

CURL (RECOTIMENDED USE OF PRODUCTS SHOULD SUPPORT CURL BRAND)
PRODUCTS

Do not use any of the following products on virgin hair.
Hair should he chemically treated for the CIIRL sty1e.
Daily/Rub
Activator
into hair
to lightly
coat hair
HoisturDaily,
izer
Spray to
dampen
Shampoo

Every 7-L4

days

remove

product
buildup

to

Permed/Relaxed

hair

IILTRA SIIEEIiI IJTE COHDITIONER AI{D IIATR DRESS

which wirr not make the hair heavy with oirs.

or any lite product

Fine/Limp/Straight hair
CIAIROT \IfTAPOII*I CREI'IE EA.IRDRESS AIID CONDfTIOIIER

that adds manageability to all kinds of hair.
kind of a non-greasy rrair product can he used,.
PRODUCTS

TO BE USED WITII

Tffi

A light creme
Hon-greasy. Any

STTI,E

The curl hair style is a chemical process resulting
the
h.lf being relaxed and, then a perming iolution applied -toin hair
rolled on rollers qiving it a uniform curl pattern. These are
products that have been formulated to maintain moisture
and, the
curl pattern. Failure to use the correct products can result
in
severe damage and loss of hair.
The fbllowing prod,ucts are
Iisted in order of use and a description of each pioduct.
ACTIIIATOR Keeps the proper moisture-oil balance of hair. It is
a g!.od^ practice to oil the bcalp weekly with a hair and scalp
conditioner. Use daiIy.
ItloIsTURrzER Built upon a delicate system of moisturizer balance
in the hair. Moisture must be maintained at aII tines-t; fiotect
the hair. Use daily.
SHAI.TPOO
Hecessary to remove product buildup and chlorine from

the hair.

COilDITfOHER Restores curl strengthening protein after

to keep curls healthy.

shampoo

SHAPBACK The ansuer to bringing back bounce and elasticity to
hair for smooth weII formed culls-. Use after shampooirrgare many brands of curl products and it is recommEnded thatThere
you
u?e the products to support that particular brand of curl. some
of the more Popular brands of Cur1s are: carefree curl, TcB
curr, Lustrasirk
(Right on firrr), Revron curr.

Augshurg Coiloge
Lind+.rll Librar.y

lvlinnospolis, trJt'f SB+${

